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Capacity of Blacks.
Whether or not the African is endowed
with natural powers equal to those of the Caucasian, lie is evidently capable of a high de-

gree of improvement. History informs ns that
the ancient Britons were exceedingly degraded belore Christianity was introduced
among
them. Cicero, iu a letter to a friend, alludes
to a ship load of them that had just arrived at
the mouth of the Tiber, to be sold as slaves,
and advised him not to purchase any of them,
for the reason that they were too interior even
to make slaves of.
Who can tell what the
Africans would have become iu this and other
countries, had they had our advantages? Who
can tell what they may yet become ?
I here give a few of the many instances in
which blacks have shown a great
capacity for
improvement, which should encourage ul'l the
friends of human progress in this country to
lalair for tile education of that large, class of

fellow-beings. Hannibal, an African, (not
of course, the Carthaginian General) rose to
the rank of Lieutenant-General, under Peter
the Great, of ltussia. His son, a mulatto, was

our

also a Lieutenant-General in the Russian corps
of artillery. Francis William, a black in Jamaica, was educated in the University of Cambridge; after his return to Jamaica he taught
Latin and mathamatics. Anthony Williams
Amo, l)orn in Guinea, took the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, at the
University of Withimself in metatenberg, and
ho
was
also
skilled
in the learned
physics;
Job
Ben
languages.
Solomon, son of the Mohammedan king of Banda, was taken in 1730,
and sold in Maryland. He found his
way to
England, and became acquainted with Sir
Hanse Sloanc, for whom lie translated Arabic

tlT All communications intended for the paper
be directed to the “Editor* qf the I*re**," and

should

those of a business character to the I*ubli»her*.

ty The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Pox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
fitrect, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morniug to 9 in the

evening.
IF Job Printing of every* description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as
above.

James Eliza John Capitien, an African, was
carried as a slave to Holland, where he acquired several learned languages, and took degrees in theology at the University of Leyden. He was sent out as a missionary to Guinea.
Ignatius Sancho, who died in 17S0, distinguished himself as a writer, in England.—

Thomas Fuller,

African, although unable
to read or write, performed difficult arithmetical calculations with amazing facility. Belinda, after being a slave for years, in Massachusetts, addressed,in 17H2, an eloquent
petition to
the Legislature, for the freedom of herself and
daughter. The petition has been preserved in
an

of the volumes of the American Museum.
Othello, published in 17tS4, at Baltimore, an eloquent essay against tin- slavety of Africans.
Ciesar,a black of North Carolina, w rote several pieces of poetry of a high order.
in view of these facts, no one can reasonably
doubt that a large portion of the blacks of the
South, as well as of the North, are capable, not
only of working, but of being trained so as to
render valuable scavice os soldiers. Gen. Jackson found black soldiers so brave and efficient
at the battle of New (frleans, that he bestowed on them a high public expression of
praise.
One of the greatest military heroes that ever
in
connection with the history of
appeared
this continent, was Touissaint, a negro, who,
ii. Ilayti, led his army of blacks to victory iu
Held tights and regular seiges against the veteran soldiers of France.
How evident is it
that Gen. Hunter knows what he is about.—

one

COMMUNICATIONS.
the Pret«*.

For

Common Errors about the Negro.

Editors or the Press :—Perhaps a man
who bas reached nearly three score years, and
never sought an office, and very seldom attended

caucus, will not be thought qualified
to write an article suitable fora political
paper.
But I have a few thoughts which are at your
a

service, if you choose to
the Press.
It

a

place

in

to me very unfortunate, to say the
at a time like this, when the
destiny of

seems

least,

the nation
the

give them

public

of the old

hangs trembling in the balance,that
tniud is so far under the influence
partizan

ty years since,

ing

and action.

and

candor,

war

cries, of fifteen or twen-

likely

sophistry
their political

GRANTED
Naval Service,

Cash
(Eight

ami

not, and could

not

Again.

ip

North,

find that in 1790 there were, in round

we

num-

bers, 14,000 free negroes. In 00 years, up to
1850, they had increased to 147,000, au increase
of tenfold, while in the same period the whites
bad not doubled. Compare with these, three
Northern States nearly equal in the number of
whites in 1790, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
At that time there were
about 15,000 negroes in these States, a few of
them slaves since made free. In the same
sixty

years they have increased to about 20,000,only
about one quarter, many fold less than the nat-

pricer
defy competition.
11.—Large Ambrotypes only Fifteen Cents.

satisfaction,

N.

TRASK &

Headquarters

improvements,

Kennebec A Portland Railroad Co.
Trustees of the First

THE
hereby notify
be holden at the

wwti'Cn.

lliunc LC'IIS

AT

great my objections to a migration ot negroes to the North, I consider the surest way
to preveut it is to have them
emancipated at
tile Mouth. It is only because they are not

ever

emancipated

and have

hope of it, that they
run for the North.
The emancipated remain
In reference to the other original States—the
free negroes in the other New
England States
have increased in about the same
proportion
with those mentioned, i. e., by one
quarter.—
In New York they have not doubled, while
the whites have increased tenfold.
Pennsylvania, with a warmercliinate, lias more than any
other free State, and they have increased in
about the same proportion as the whites. In
the Carolina* and Georgia their increase lias
been about five-fold.

ing

Mortgage Bondholders

meeting of said Hondholdors, to
Depot in Brunswick, on Wednesa

day, the eighth day of October next,

nine o’clock
in the morning, to hear the Reports which may be
offered, and to attend to any other business which
may come before them.
JOS. McKEEN, (Tf.tia#^
JOHN l-AITKN,
Bruuswick, Sept. 15th, 1862.
at

A

ers

hereby notify

meeting

a

to be holden at the

Mortgage
of said

Bnndhold-

Bondholder*,

Dejnit in Brunswick, on Wednesof October next, at ten o’clock in
the morning, to hear the Reports which may be offered, ami to atti-nd to any other business w hich may
come before them.
JOS. McKEEN. 1Tru,',,'t‘*I
JOHN l'ATTE.N,
Brunswick, Sept. 15, 1862.
sepl9codtoct8

H.

>

II

length

the

Of

fiOODS,

Y,

article, I could suggest
believing the emancipated
slaves would never be disposed to come North;
but I consider the foregoing sufficient, especially as there is not a shadow of a reason
to the contrary; nothing but a naked assertion.
That the store* have shown a disposition to run
to the North, eveu to Canada, is
very true;—
but the timid souls who

overrun

pation,

arc

afraid

we

shall be

with negroes in the event of emancito suppose it is simply because

seem

BURLEIGH’S.

Is

AT

wlliu/j, rogardloss

that the

emancipated

slaves would “flock to the North.”

L.

v k» iv a m

Ej

it

YKATOH,

a

a

August 2, 1888.

Coffee and

Spice Mills,

13 & 15 UNION STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

OF

hand, and for *alc, at whole*ale
market price*, in the crude state or manufactured, every description of
wr

nr,,

SPK ES,
TARTAR.
SALERATES,
SWEET HERRS, jc., tfc..
Packed In every variety of package* to suit dealers.
Coffee and Spice* ground for the trade at
CPE AM

GAS FITTING,
manner.

Work.

K. THOMPSON,
1# prepared to receive orders for

H.

short notice.
All good* warranted

represented.

aa

aug4—3raoodAw

—

Blank Books

variety

hapd and made to order,

on

style

of

we are

and finish.

From

our

long

enabled to offer to the trade and

customers better bargain* iu
quality and pricee,
than can be found in any other establishment in the
State. Our stock of

our

ROOM

IMPORTKlia or

ALSO, KID AND UOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four door* from Middle Street,
C.n.nuKKD.

PORTLAND, IIK.

j.o.ttkky.

—8m<1&w

ME.

oval.

C.

£ure Drugs,

D.

Has removed Tils* stock of

Piper

1IA8 REMOVED TO

STORE,

NEW

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

Picture-Framing,

Done neatly as usual.

GOODS.

AS

of

Cost,

ILITARY

in

a

Drug

officers, made to order, from the best materia:,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

attention

Of every
to At.

description,

WORK,

made to order and warranted

largest and best selected

Portland, Ang. 6.1862.

dlv

and

1WITCI1ELL A

Commission

CIMKirUK,

AMD DEALERS 131-

N5 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

READY-MADE
Gentlemen's

CLOTHING,

Furnishing Goods,

Ever offered in Maine,

can

be obtained at-

L. J. CROSS,

EXTRA DISHES.
ROILED.
Boiled Mutton, with
Cold Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
C aper Sauce.25 Beef’s Tongues, .•_18
Boiled Ham,.18 Mutton Chop,.18

141 Middle Street.

Portland, Me*

All of which will bo sold

so as

to warrant entire sat-

isfaction to the purchaser.

•kOiSS N.
ally

B.—All work being promptly and personsatisto, is w arranted to give

thorough
jc23tf

at tended

faction.

ALBERT W EBB A CO.,

Open

every

Sunday

Corn,

Grain,

1IKAD OK MERRILL'S WHARF.

to look at
it

was

our

Jul29dtf

CASKEYS,
To be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

In the TNeatest

purbought before the great

KBNXBY,

d6m

ROBES FURNISHED TO

ORDER.

B. also manufacturesSHOWCASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK,

On llnnd.

Photographic Frames.
or
oval—every
CjOUABE
being manufactured

Of every description, Including Taylok’r SelfSupporting Drawer, the best kind ever made.
GT* All orders for Repairing Furniture. VarnishChair Seating, (.lazing, &c.,
ing,
jul31tf
promptly attended to.

Upholstering,

kind called for.

These
those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any maiket for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2*5 Market Square,
MORRISON k CO’S.

by ourselves, except

DEALER IN-

stock in this

Morrison a

com-

art.
< <>.,

2*5. Market

Square.

Gilt Frame*.
PORTRAITS or LANDSCAPES of anv
or style desired—latest patterns and best
to

MORRISON

order bv
& CO 26, Market

Square.

WANTED.

MSMALL

RENT, of five or six rooms, near
part of the city. Enquire at

the busiuess
this oBce

COMMISSION

A

PROVISIONS,

head of

Q-rocers,

MERCHANTS,

PEL EG BA UK Eh,

call.

a

THOS.

LYNCH.

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, JIVisA Botrls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.

All kinds of fixtures for hot aud cold water
set tin in the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. II. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.
8. D. MERRILL.

FURNISHING

stautly

on

hand all the various kinds of

COFFINS

AND

else.

Aug. 6,

1862.

-AGENT

JAMES 1\ SLEEPER.

FOR-

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LIHRS,

CASKETS,

Now in IJae,
And will make to order anything of this kind that
be
ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
may
the very best. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the inaiiufacturinir, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can furnish them chcnjier than
any
one

Apothecary,

UNDERTAKER,

No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
Residence rear of 411 foil pres, Street, keen, con-

-ALSO,-

Sheet Gutta Percha for
ANI)

CRUTCHES,

Splints,

FOR

SALE.

SPECIMEN LIMBS MAI IIE SEEN AT
373 Congress Street,

&ug4dtf

give

Company.
Meeting of the above-named CompaTHE
ny, for the choice of officer* and such other bumineM
Ik*
Annual

before them, will

as may come
ou

office,

Monday, October 6th,
l'er

sepeodtd

at

held at their
I*. M.

7J o'clock,

order.
EDWARD SHAW, Secretary.

Shirts,

Shirts.

...

Portland.

a

J. H.

you want a cheap and perfect tittine shirt, please
leave your measure for Mr*. A. MOFFOlT'* celebrated Oval Yoked Shirt*, made from the best cloths,
mud good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

IF

«r* Ueincmber the place,

No.

27

CALDERWOOD

&

COOK._

Moflhtt. who
aul2dtf

E. SlIAW & CO,
STHKKT,

MIDDLE

with fresh

•II and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in every variety mud style for gentlemen's and laf
^^^dlea wear, and invite a!l their old customer*
and the public generally to give them a call w henever thev desire to replenish their
"understandings.''
E. S. k Co. are agents for the Leavitt .and Wilcox
k Gibb* SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5—6ind

AND

NAVY

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
A. D. REEVES,

...

EXCHANGE

Tailor,

ST II K E T.

Portland, Aug. 6, 1S»Q.

dly

A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-MAKER OR-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Warm, Cold and Shower Bathe, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silver Plated Cods.
Water Eixtnre for DwellDescription ofPublic
Houses,
Hotels,
ing
Buildings, Ships, he.,
arranged and set up in the Is-st manner, and all orders ill town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer l'umps of all kinds.
july2!Mlv

gy-g.

d.

ciienevT

MELODEON

Harmonium
135J

Manufhcturer,

MIDDLE

8TKKBT.

D. C. lift* received more first premiums
for best instrument* than any other maker iu
•
the .State.
and Tuning promptly and persontyally attended to.
wly7

Nit.—J.

Repairing

THF.

Bath is one of the healthiest
fit*
on the coast of
Maine—dellghtfhl.
situated on the Keunohec. twelve milee
from the sea, and affords one of the most
iviting retreats from the duet and turmoil of ear
large cities.
The Sagadahoc* is one of the flnest, most
spacions, and best appointed Hotel* in the
State, located
within three minutes walk of the Depot. Steamboat
Landing. Post OAce. Custom House.
being directly in the business centre of the CRy.
loealitle*

ly

Terms Moderate by I be Week or Du.
Bath, June 23.1862.
dtf

O. M. SHAW,

to

PROPRIETOR

largest, most central House ia the city.
Railroads and Steamboat*.
AND

CARRIAGES TO

I

Ncares
nears*
CT

res

DIBIGO EATIHG HOUSE,
No. 7

BECKETT.

MILK STREET,

PORTLAND, MB.
JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.
...

dtf

Every Delicarv

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
Notice to Wood and Lumber merchant*.
November l«t, 1*3, to May l»t, 1S63. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
aud timber will be advanced 2it per cent.
No Are wood will be couveved between October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1803.
An advance iu the rates of Are wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes iu the
arrangemeut for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take Are wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for Are wood
to be carried on the railway during the next seasou,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Compauy will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations Are wood can be carried next

FROM

summer.

C. J. BRYDtlKS, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

&

WOOD,

DELIVERED TO ANY I'ART OK THE CITY.
SPRIXO UOUXTAIX LKHIOH,
HAZEL TOX LKHIOH,
COL ERAIXE /. Kill Oil,
LOCUST .UOUXTAIX,

STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

Frogs Served

to Order. _dCS
•** Beals to RaorLAB Boaeuibs at Reduced Rates.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 la I
o'clock.

Je23edtf

_1JNS CHANCE.
PORTLAND
Mutual Fire Insurance Company.
('ompany
THIS
terms
favorable

continue to

Pure and Free

Those desiring insurance will do well to call
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

THESE

qualitv,

and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Hard and Soil Wood.
The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Commercial St., head

of Maine Wh'f

SAWYER A 1YIIIT\EY.
julSltf

Middle Street.

MUTUAL,

Karine Insurance Company.
OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE.
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance < ompany give notice that tbeir

THE Stock
Capital

amounts

to

;•
$200,000
to make insuranceoa

the
prepared
against marine risks, uot exceeding
$10,000 in nay One Rink.

And that they
mutual

an1

principle,

John Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. K. Gannett,
J. H. MeLellau,
Ja*. F. Patten,

DiaacTona:
Wm. Drummond,
Sam’l I Robinson,
Arthur Sew all,
Lewi* Blackmer,
S. A. Houghton,
K. K.
E. C.

Notice* of Fom lo^iirp.
NTOTICE Is hereby given that the subscriber

tad

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
June 23.
eod3m

BATH

COAL

insure property on
those of any reliable com*

policies upon which six premiums hare been
paid, are renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.

Burning.

CUMBERLAND

as

pany.
All

ORrr 10«

JOHX •>,
THE I! EXCISE LOB HE IIY,

of’ the Season

Served uj t all boars.
TURTLE SOUP, TIE.'DAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT amdall bladsef CAME
Served to order.
PINE APPLE LEMONADE,

as

Office,

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

Bath, July 3,1%2.

G. E. R. Patten,
E. K Harding,
J. P. Horae.
Da rid Patten,
J. C. Jameson.

HARDING, President,
HYDE. Secretary.
dtfin

John
IN M. Parker, of Scarf>orotigli, iu the County of
Cumberland, and State of Maine, claiiur> by mortof laud with tlie buildgage a certain tract or
ings thereon, situated in said Scarborough and
W ARREN
bounded as follows: beginning at the Saccarappa
road, so called, and running south eighty-seven tieOflre 74 Middle, rtr. uf Exchange St..
gri es east forty-five r»»d§, by the county road leading
from Buxton to Portlaud. to a stone; thence north
PORTLAND, ME.,
forty live degrees east live rods, to a stone; thence
Agent of the following Fi rut Clam Insurance Co*»:
north forty-two degrees west, by one McLaughlin's
land, thirty-one rods, to a stone; theuce north eighNational Insurance Company,
ty-seven degrees west twentv-five rods, to said SaccaOf Boston.
Cash Capital and Snrplus. 9600,000.
rappa road; thence south sfx degrees west, bv said
Saccarappa road, twenty-five rods and eighteen
Insurance Company,
Fire
Republic
links, to said county road, the first mentioned bound;
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9812,000.
reserving one quarter of an acre deeded by me to
Robert Ltutlii. Said real estate ha\ing been on the
Relief Fire Insurance Company,
twelfth of August iu the year of our Lord
eighteen
hundred and hfty-iiiue conveyed in fee and iu mortCash Capital and Surplus, 9260.000.
Of New York.
gage to the subscriber bv John S Larrahce of Scarborough, bv his deed ol* that date, iccorded in the
Equitable Fire and Marine Ina,
Registry of Deeds for ( umberlaud County, in book I
Of Providence.
296, page 36. the condition of said mortgage is brokPanracT Skcchity. which ought always to be the
en. aua the subscriber, by reason thereof, claims a
firgt con.iuferatum in effecting insurance,'is here offoreclosure of the same, for a breach of the condifered to the public, at the 4mrest rate a qf premium
tion. according to the statute in such :ase made and
adopted by aoutui and reapanaible companies
John m. Parker.
provided.
Office in "Boyd’s Building," opposite Post Office.
Scarborough, Sept. 17.1882.
w3wl4

FIRE

parcel

WILLIAM

J.

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,

jullG—3m

FOR SMITHS* USE.

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

jtf

Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.

nrilOKSES

Exebaage*

Portland. Jane 23.

MOFFOTT’S,
Market Squure,

Orders respectfully solicited by Mr*.
will |>ay personal attention to the same.

9R

Bath, Jane 23,1962.

call

PARTIES.

feet ef

P L U M M K R.

M.

with house.

solicited.

COAL

ADAMS, Proprietor.

nBATH

visiting the islands, supplied
Excursionists
with stores at the shortest notice.
Orders
tear

*f

rorarr

HOTEL,

article

CHEAP FOR CASH,

IJ4YEBY

L. H. YITCOJIB,

JOHN P. SI.EEPEK,

invited to

BY-

I. D. 1TICKKILL A C O„

Bath

are

*eptlO—3m

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

je28dtf

Water

VEGETABLES,

KF Hi* friend* and the public

him

ARMY

Widgery’s Wharf,)

Portland, Mr,
LYNCH.

FRUIT,

mA* usual, keep constantly supplied

(O,

GRA.MTE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

JOHN

Family Groceries,

No. 88

'W'h.olesale

■—»—II iiT.rgn“nj>"rnllillMar

A Chemical*.

department is complete,
OURprising ever}- article
used in the

je23«ltf
Ll.MII

BAKER,

U.

BANGOR

CORN Ell OF EXCHANGE f FEDERAL STS.,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

au#4dly
*

Photographic Goods

Sugar Refinery,

BLAKE'S,

-(\ II.

CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leal, and at low rates at
20 Market Square.

d3m

JUIlt

Wl

Choice

'

Cemetery,

Stevens’ Plains.

ISO Fore Street

Ceagrr**,

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OR DAY.

GOOD

Those who will favor me with
shall be satisfied that they are buying a good
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen

MRS. A.

JOH.\ B. BROW’S A MISS

with

A. W. PORTBR.

|y* Goods delivered in any part of the city, free
of charge.
*ept>—3in

MB.

June 23.

(Opposite
II.

No. 30 U NION S T It 1:1; T.
And will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
1862.

Style,

AUK AT-

C.

103 [Middle Street,
Portland, July 22,

G

KINDS,

PORTLAND, ME.

T,*jS Is the largest Hotel la the State, pa*.
sessltig mil the modern improvements, sad
first class In every appointment.

Bargains will be given to those who wish
to
purchase (>ra vest out.* or Monuments of any

PLEASURE

Nos, 2, 4 & 0 Warren Market, Portland.

J.

□

GRAVESTONES.

najisnui

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, &c.,
W. II.

NtaaM

dTta^

*ko.,

Medicine* and
books. Case* renewed aud vials retilled.
Jane 34.1863.
rodftm

_k9Q-9m

GENTLEMEN,

PAINTER,
rOKTLAKD,

—AN1»—

stock before

Woodman,

Charles itailey.

MEATS OF ALL

Portland, Mr.
je2Stf

Hair SS’ay Ilona Willow Strrrt,

from 8 to 1. and from 2 to

AND TRIMMING GOODS
Are unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

SIGN

g^COFFINS

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise oil goods.

Csmuirrrinl SlrfM,-

Squash,.6

33 E S T

THE

FOR

IS

Flour and

WILLIAM CAPES,

Tomatoes.fi
Cucumbers,.G
Onions.6

DRINKS.
('offbe.G Tea.

5 o'clock.

mm.u

SEAVEY.

l’hystciaus and Families supplied

description.

And Country Produce,

Watch-Maker,

EEL ISHES.

Draught Ale.6 Porter,.G

BURLEIGH’S,

size

ww •

PUDDINGS.

AND-

4

Block,

PORTLAND, ME.
John Q. Twitehell. jul31d6in Ja's P. Champlin.

Proprietor.

F.
Custard Pie.6
Pie,.G
Apple
Squash l*ie.G
Mince Pie,.6

Dry Goods,

Alfred

ang20d&wtf

Merchants,

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

SALOON.

PASTE

CO*

-DEALERS IN-

BILL OF FARE :
ROAST.
ORDER.
Boast Beef,.25 Beef Steak.25
Roast hnnil).18 Ham and Eggs.25
Roast Chicken.21 Fried Mackerel.15
Broiled Chicken,.37
Codfish.If,
"
Halibut,.15

stock of

and Domestic

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth It. ilersey,

..

The

aA

and

Tailor,

DEALERS

CUSTOM

A

PREBLE HOUSE,

Wholesale Dealers in

MAVIFACTIRBRS .«D JOBBERS OF OOTKG,

EXCHANGE STREET.

PORTLAND.

For

and

Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland*

Boys, Boys, Boys.

98

14 and 10 Exchange Street,

UNIFORMS,

3m

A. D. BEEVES,

LAUD OIL,

usually kept

Importers

Foreign

HERETOFORE.

given to CUTTING
MAKING BOVS' GARMENTS, by

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other articles
l'aiut establishment.

WOODMAN, TRI E

Portland, July 22,1862.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS, PARTICULAR
KEROSENE OIL,

he will continve the

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store by

M.

EEWI8 WCE, Proprietor.

18G2._

ke., it.,

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be in
waut of goods in his line, at very low prices.

Block, Ceirms Street,

OPP. OLD CITY HALL,-PORTLAND, MR
8rad&woe

Flonr, Produce and Provision Business,

-ALSO-

AND

WHARF,

N4w3 UNION

Clapp's

sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated:
the suits of rooms are well
arranged, and ompletaly
ftirnished for form lie* and large
travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be
kept as a first flirt
Hotel in every respect.

•.•Term* 81 per d»y. Stable counsetsd

Fury Ms,

and

itnvrav

886, Washiwotow 8t., Batb.

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picttre Fmaei,

in

Borrow, Kim.,
S the largest and beat arranged Hotel la
the New England Mates; i.
centrally located, and easy of access from all the roots* of
travel.
It contains the modern
Improve*
nentw, and every convenience for the com*
fort and accommodation of the
travelling
public.
The

Iiy C.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC
!S*. S

AVPRVr

*JAS'
Jc23—3m

COLE$WORTII1%

SURGEON t MECHANICAL

BROWN,

on Federal Street,
Portland, and Invite*
the travelling community to call aad
sac if
he knows “how to keep n hotel." Clean
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, sttentive servants and moderate charge* ant the
induce,
meuts he holds oat to those whose business or nleasure call them to the “Forest
City."

Exchange Street.

53

Book-Binding

DR. C. H. OMiOOD,

HOUSE/*

rerpeetftilly Infhrms the
THm
that he has leased the above
public"PuTV*?"1
House

HALL I- DAVIS,

8. H.

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

d3w»w3m

Preble At reel*.

Of every variety, quality and
price, embracing all
the various style* of gold papers manufactured, together with a fhll stock of Satins, mediums and common paper*—tiro largest stock to be
found in this
market, at lowest market price*. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

—

AND FINDINGS,

DODGE,

promises

s

Portland June 23.18G2.

Tl’KEfY,

PORTLAND.

I'HBvI V.k °,Id
“-? wu!1-1*.harf

PAPERS

GRANT.

J.

i«

HATING assumed the proprietorship of
this house,
to spare no pains to
accommodate its former patrons, as well as
the public generally.
an ^acpcrlence of sixteen
years.
“e ****** he can now
a hotel."
Tins w
house is one of the best in“keep
the city, and very
located on Congre*. corner of G«ai

T
Boston, January,

I« wicctcd with th« gmatont cam from the brat Foreign nml American Houmw, and embrace* every article needed for public office*, Counting Home* and
private use*, and at format pricer.

Lastings, Serges, Elastic Gussettings,

Soap Stone,

PORTLAND,

e m

Established la 1825.
Premium

on

BREED &

FUNCTION OF FUFF AXD MIDDLE STS.,

Block,

!

STATIONEKY

Cocks, Valves, Pipe#and Connection#, Wholesale or Retail.

Free Stone,

Thomas

mud

b|* c»£

JONATHAN BLU8, Proprietor.
Portland. Aug. 19,1*2.
dtf

PORTLAND. ME.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, CONSTANTLY

Ivl arble

STATIONERY,

—AND—

experience,

GRANT’S

WINSLOW', Agent,

AND

BLANK BOOK AND

of every

BRIGS, DYI STIFFS, GLASS VAR!,

80 Commercial Street,

53

WAREHOUSE

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

CITY HOTEL,

“ELM

PAPERHANGING

WHOLESALE OKA LEI'S IK

anew
nnon

i_i

diwfimT

JOIIY W. PERKIYS A CO,

PAINTER,
No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
£5t“ Orders solicited.
jeSO—3m

MAHHTFACTURER

JoBKEII BALK.

hopes

a emit m nance

dtf

EXCHANGE ST.

Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
anti purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.

Jul29dfcwly

J. L.

Portland, June 2& 1862.

53

to wait

ever

prepare*!
by strict attention to th^ir want*
of the
tojnerit
patronage #iwhich he has
hitherto received.
K
MAYrt
rassadumkeag. June 23. 10®.
d*Wtf
tome™, and

Portland, Ang. 23, 1*2.

66 and 68 Exchange Street.

Long Wh’l,

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

x,

Works S Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore 3t.,
1’OKTLAND. ME.
jnUdtf

AJIOS SIVITIIy

workmanship—made

they infer

HANS o

Done in the bent

BURLEIGH'S.

them that what the slave wants is
freedom,
and not the cold of Canada or
Maine; but
freedom in spite of the cold. On no other
can

ty Hair Mattresses renovated. .Furniture repaired and varnished, ( hairs re-caned iu an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchangiHi.
jul3"d>>m

mr

Stores,

during

well-knovui house

gleasantly

BAILEY At NOYES,

—

Portland, Me.
JOHS

SmiXG.BE/JS, MATTRESSES, PEW-CUSHlOXS, tc., 4fc.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

STEAM

Clothing- DJLINIINa

SStinimor

June24dtfw3t

ground

Corner Commercial St. and

Loiiniffs, Brdfitcads

METROPOLITAN

all negroes want to leave the land of their
birth, the sunny South, and find a colder climate ; and that, if free,
they w'ould do so at
I should suppose it had never occurred
once.
to

PARKER,

FURNITURE,

aim

and Cabin

ip

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

UPHOLSTERER

Steam

57" State Agent for DAVIS & KIDD'S MAONETO-ELECTEIC MAUH1XKS
eodAwtocil

©very description,

EOR SALE AT

Were it not for increas-

of my

F.

AND DEALERS Ilf

better thin

A

letter, note, Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white aud buff, (.old l'ens, Steel Pens, Ac.. Ac Every article at lowest rates. W» Buy fob Cash and
Sill Chkap.

Merchants,

now

AMASA T. C.

STATION KRY.

BROKERS, CHANDLERS
—

THOfl. H. POOR.

AVD EVERY HSCRIPTIOV OF MACHINERY,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGS
LEECHES, SURGICAL ISSTItUMEXTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKIXGS, #c.

BVBLLIGE'S,

MILITARY

no

other reasons for

WILLIAM

day the eighth day

H

Jc24tf

t’HAB. F. CRORMAN.

Kcnncbcc A Portland Railroad Co.
rilHK Trustees of the Second

SHIP

dispensary

jTru’,cc*-

103 Xliddle Street.

ill IIIOIIS-

and* of free negroes might have “flocked to
the North” if they had been disposed. How-

a share of public patrouage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a carefill attention
in the
department, to merit the coufidcuco
of the public.

To Let*

or

THE Three-storv Brick Dwelling House
and Lot, No. 61 lligh Street. The house
is in perfect repair throughout, with
good draiu, furnace and cisterns, au excellent cellar,and the bent of well water.
It is built and finished in modern style,with gas,bathing room, waterworks, and all modern
and is situated in one of the most desirable locations
in the city. For terms apply to
11. I\ DEANE,
50 State Street.
«ep24iseodtf

!

GREAT EXCITEMENT

The case then, stands thus; the
increase of free negroes in those slave States
has been forty times greater in proportion

•

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

And solicit

27 Market Square, h’tl Preble St.
dtf
July 14th, 1862.

For Sale

YEATON A IIAIJE,

Commission

would Terr reepectiblly an*
i.timorous friends, ami llio
that
,|„. temporary
suspension of ins business be

[public generally,
ompulsory

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

We make to order ererv kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Coumiug Houses.

STREET,

cr Order* bv mail or express promptly executed,
au #8eod8ni 1am w

selected stock of

large

LEWIS,

AND FANCY

ural increase.

,u

&

MIDDLE

MAINS.

UK *iib*crft>er
|1uuunce
lo III.

Journals. Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

One Door Enst of Canal Dank.

war-

Connecticut.

and

NO. 84)

Store I

3D rug

C KOS.TIA’V

AND

....

PA88ADUMKEAO,

----hid this

ENGRAVER,

MOODY.

POOR,
Ambrotype
Photograph,
not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
taken store, No. T5 Middle Street,
DO
take
PERFECT
and
HAVE
they
LIKENESSES,
(Fox Block,)and respectfully invite public atrant
at
vhich
tention to their
and well
or

Where

Latest from

Sutes of Delaware, Maryland and Virginia,
where many more have been emancipated than
in States farther South, and where
they could,

disposed, easily migrate

1ST ew

-WANT THE-

DESIGNER

eodtf

YOU

Best

BAILEY A NOYES,
66 AND 58

CENTRAL HOUSE,
Proprietor.

I'.. G. Mayo,

IMPORTERS,
GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS
nep&—3m

HOTELS.

BOOKS!

Manufactured and for Sale by

Me.

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

GENUINE MEDICINES,

us

to the

PORTLAND,
ANDREW T. DOLE.

Office 31 Exchauge Street.

sep2—tf

Fine Chemicals,

NEW BEOBUITS WANTED!

compare the first census of
1790 with that of 1S50, (I have not at hand
that of 1800,) and see which way
emancipated
slaves have gone. If we take the three slave

if

Dollars.)

ACCOUNT

Widgery’s Wharf, Portland, Me.,

jTF. ItH'HAItI>H<>Y,

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

LITTLE, Agent,

W. D.

blank

-DEALER IN-

at the South.

Let

half Million

CHASE BROTHERS & CO.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

U'uimI ^8,500,000.

N0 ^
BOOKS & STATIONERY.

AND

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

YORK.

1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Merchants,

Carner of Pcmrl and Federal Sla,

RALLY TO THE FLAGl

be, emancipated

Does any one suppose these negroes would have gone to Cauada.if they coBId
have been free at the .South ? Or does any one
doubt that a large proportion of them would
go back if they could be free ?

(Join in is* ion

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monuraeutal Work and
Grindstones.

It Is true that thousands of slaves

were

a

MOODY,

(JKNEKAL.

or

-OK-

MEW

A

je23tf

tacts which I consider a sufficient basis for
my
of meetlug assertion with us-

they

Military

UNION FOREVER!

opinion, instead

have -un for the North, even to Canada, within the last forty years, but it has been because

the

Marble,

If set

aertion.

by

entering

Mutual Life Insurance Company,

to

emancipation per ee has been that the slaves,
free, would “flock to the North" and, following as a consequence of this, many other
objections which I need not now name. For
one, I should feel a serious objection to such
a migration of negroes to the
North, but I have
long been satisfied that no such result would
follow, but the reverse. I will state a few

Policies

to persons

MISCELLANEOUS.

to sec the

Of an argument that falls in with
sympathies. Plausible falsehoods have been
reiterated so often for mere partizan purposes,
that many have come to regard them as established truths, admitting of no denial.
The question of slaveemaucipation, has been
sharply debated for the last twenty-five or
thirty years; and has now come upon the
country In a new form. Various assertions
have been made, pro and con, in reference to
its probable results, but the standing objection

DOLE

J.

prevent unanimity of feelMen of ordinary intelligence

less

Wai*

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 20,

BUSINESS CARDS.

[Providence Journal.

as to

are

MISCELLANEOUS.

distinguished

manuscripts.

MONDAY

INSURANCE.
SPARROW,

••

TENEMENTS WANTED.
ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, iu
respectable localities, and within ten miuutcs’walkof the Post Office. Rent not to
exceed from #150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42. Post < HBce, or apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Pox Block.
Portlaud. June 23.
distf

MW

June 23.

dfcwtf

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

THE DAILY PRESS. !
POBTI

a

H.

near

editor and owner of the Portland Advertiser, came out in liis issue of Saturday mornwith more than a column devoted to the

We passed for some distance
double-quick under the tire of two of
the enemies guns with no loss. We lay as
support to Gen. Brooks, on the mountain till
late that night.

been put forth in that paper, in relation to the
natural status of the Negro Race, the lack of
power In the Federal government to touch the

When the Division went into action on the
17th inst., I was ordered by yourself to take
the left of the 20th New York,
position
and govern my movements by that Regiment.
Hardly hail I done so when Gen. Smith said
ou

slave institution even to save itself from overthrow, and the unconslitutionality and inef-

ficiency of the President’s proclamation. With
nil of Mr. Smith’s coueedcd ability and confessed acquirements, he seems not to have
learned one very simple and vet very im-

slang is
argumentative. By the

he wished the woods

neith-

ward or

upon his

readers,

and upon

hit annitnninir
P'-»*

In

llm

Oil.

*»

a

as
“pugnacious,” "shallow
leaders,” “crared fanatics,” “simpletons,” “lost
to all sense of decency,” “stupid fellows,” etc.,
than by propogaliug Ills illogical and unnatural theories, and preaching up jus till cation of
those who, taking advantage of the President's
proclamation, shall attempt to “renounce and
oppose the Federal government, as a usurpation and a despotism," and fight it “by all the
means that God and nature have placed” at
their disposal.

were

did

hall'

tine

The

position 1

w as

mile in front of tile

a

Brigade, next on our
Regiment in front of that

style from the edge of the cornfield and
lying this side the timber 1 was or-

ward, and

as

1 ordered the haltallion for-

they opened

and left Hank 1 ordered

a

bayonets the men dashed
a cheer,
advancing more
mile at the double-quick.

tin*

on us

charge.

from front
With fixed

forward in line
than

a

w

ith

quarter of a

body of the
enemy in the orchard to our left being flanked,
broke and run; those directly in front, behind
hay-stacks ami out-buildings also broke, ami
their colors having fallen we dashed on up the
hill to secure them, when a reliel Regiment
sudenly rose from behind a stonewall on our
right, poured in a volley and at the same time
I saw them double-quicking round to the left
to cut off our retreat.
Those ill front seeing
our small numbers, had rallied.
Looking hark
and seeing no support, to escape being surrounded, I marched the Regiment by the left

ing

three

ntlu>r—Im 1m* fur ltitt

The

directions, and
from

saw

the enemy advancing in
battle flags.” A battery

(qiened on us with grape. Here we met w ith
a heavy loss but were shielded some
by the
trees of the orchard. Having disposed of most
of our cartridges we retreated through the orchard, gave them another volley as they
attempted to follow which drove them back,
and closing up on the colors 1 marched the
regiment back in grand order to their position on the left of the 3d Brigade, where we
lay until scut for the next morning by Gener-

tending to be offensive, we will simply add,
tMt, In the opinion of many loyal men who
know that editor best, he will have to travel
but a small distauce out of bis way to adopt
the latter alternative.

al Smith.
Daily Pres*.

The affair

Washington, Sept. 25,18fi2.
Emtohs of thk Prf.ss:—It having been
announced through the public journals that
Major Mann had been dismissed from the service on account of al>seuce without leave, I
deem It but an act of justice to the Major,
and his numerous friends in Maine, that a brief

The color

guard
off

shot

our

perhaps lasted thirty minutes.
Sergeant was killed and all the
but Cotlioral King, who brought

flag riddled w

Fifteen officers

ith balls.

aud 1645 men went into tlie
tlie lost was as follows:

evening's tight

and

Twelve enlisted men known to lie killed;
sixty enlisted men wounded and brought off ;
eighteen culisled men fate still unknown.
Lieutenants Brown and Goodwin, aud Sergt.
Major Pursuits were killed.
Capt. Jones, ankle, slight; Capt. Coeliran,
foot, severe; Capt. Cook, leg, severe; Aet'ng
Adgp Haskell, both legs, dangerously; Lieut.
Sborey, foot, severe; Lieut. Benson, hip,
slightly; Lieut. Emery, abdomen,slightly.
But one officer, Lieut. Nickerson escaped

statement of the facts and circumstances connected with the affair, should be made public.

The Major received

a despatch from Maine on
Monday, the day he left Washington, notifying him that it was necessary for him to visit
Portland, to attend to some very important
business, involving a pecuniary interest of considerable importance to himself. The Major
at once applied to the Paymaster General for
permission to be absent for a few days, and
was there informed that furloughs in the
Pay
Department could be granted only by the Sec-

untouched in clothes or person, aud but
very
few men. Captain Chauuing aud Lieut Webber hud each three bullets
through their
clothes. The Act. Adjutant and myself both
had our horses shot under us.

retary of War. lie then went to the War Of"llcc, but Secretary Stanton and others connect-

busily engaged that
his matter could not lie attended to.
Major
Maim then consulted with several of the old
paymasters here, and they all, with one accord,
so

The troops

engaged on the other side were
Georgia, 1st Texas, 2nd Mississippi
Batalion and a fragment of a Louisiana Reg-

the 7th
iment.

expressed the opinion that no )>ossilile injury
to the public service could be inflicted by an
absence of a few days. The Major was informed the very day lie left Washington, by
the Paymaster General, that probably no funds

Their loss I flud on visiting the field to be
much heavier than ours.
I drove the enemy from the trees and buildings Col. Irwin ordered me to clear, but for
want of support was unable either to
on

for the puvmeut of troops would be furnished
for some time. Indeed, there was no evidence

after his line was
that was

pierced, or

hold the

push
position

gained.

1 cannot make exceptions for
esjiecfal mention. Where all behaved so
nobly and

j

obeyed

my orders so readily, distinction would be inbe returned lie I vidious.
found that his name had been reported to SecVery respectfully, your ob’t serv't,
retary Stanton, and that in consequence of beThomas W.

j

IIviie,

absent without leave he had been dismissed

Major Commanding 7th

from the service.

Maine Vols.

Major drew up a brief statement of his
iJ^'Tlie Boston Journal sails into the fast
case and presented, it to Major Fry, Paymaster
j Train, and cautions him that his trans-AtlanGeneral, who very cordially endorsed the pa- ! tic reputation may vanish into thin air if he
don’t have a care; says "it is perfectly proper
per to Secretary Stanton, adding that he hoped
the pa^.r would receive the Secretary’s most
j for Him, in this free country—if lie feels that
favorable consideration and that if Major
his mission lies in tiiat direction—to criticize
Maun conld be restored, he had no doubt lie
tlie acts of State Senators, Governors, or even
would make a most efficient officer, As soon | the President himself, and no one w ill comus Secretary Stanton, in the multiplicity ol his
plum o! fair and legitimate criticisms. But
business, reached the case, lie ordered that ! when a public speaker appeals to a class as he
Major Mann be reinstated. Such are the cir- j did to Irishmen; when he broaches the senseriliiKHiiiPDti nf I ho Mti'mr'g
..I l.tless theory that the emancipation of the blacks
persons of reliable authority. 1 may add that i will throw them into competition with the
free laborers of the North; anil when he chargmy acquaintance with Major Mann enables me
The

1

nnuu

to say that

uu

officer in the service desires

!

that abolitionism lias maile the grass grow
more sincerely to perform faithfully every du- ! on the wharves of Boston, then he becomes a
ty pertaining to his office, and no officer would I demagogue, and a mischievous one at that.—
be more reluctaut to do an injury to the pul>Imposing upon ignorance or oredulity, for poIic service. Major Maim is held in the highest litical purposes, statements which no sensible
estimation by alt the officers of the Pay Deman believes, is certainly demagouisin of the
llrst water, and is one of the worst crimes
partment and by all who have had the pleasno

es

|

forming his acquaintance
been in the service, and i have
ure

of

since lie has
had occasion

to know that his restoration is

against society.”
The Slaveby Oho ax in

Maine.—The

regarded by ] Portland Advertiser, under the editorial manwho,
military du- agement of Mr. F. O. ,1. Smith, its proprietor,
(Mr. Case, the editor, being absent,) has withty, were oldiged to report him, as an act| ol
perfect justice which the circumstances of his | in a few days past taken open ground in sup.
port of the propriety and expediency of Al'ricase clearly warranted, and that it gives them
1 can slavery—adopting the Southern idea that
much pleasure to greet Major Maun onee
as tin- colored race is. on the w hole, inferior to
the white race, therefore the Creator intended
more, as one of the most efficient and mmily
\ that tile former should Is1 always held in stdmrPaymasters in the serv ice.
; dination or practical slavery by the latter.—
W.
Truly Ac.,
This is precisely the argument by which the
| Southern
slaveholders defend their position,
1
£#"If you have anything to do with the that human slavery is a “divine institution.”
confess
We
must
that we never expected to
officers
at
the State House, you'll
Government
see the old Advertiser prostituted to the sercatch u glimpse or two of “red tape."—Halvice of slavery, much less to see it thus openlowed Courier.
ly insult tlie tree sentiment of the. North.—
Better do that titan, by having something to
Will the people of Portland continue to sti|>do with the State officials at the County House, ;
port an open-mouthed slavery organ?—[Uau1
catch a glimpse of twisted hemp.
jor Whi'j.

those

under a strict sense of

W. A. McPheaters, hip,severe.
A. S. Harmon, Lincoln, leg.
Private tie urge E. Bragg, Detroit, leg, severe.
Wm. C. Stickney, Springfield, arm.
Co. D.

severe.

Jacob Page, shoulder, severe.
Joseph E. Babb, Bow doin, leg, slight.

Richards, Dresden, miss’g.

Thomas A.

Co. E.

Emery,
slightly.

Lieut. A. F.

Kendall's

Mills, abdomen,

Private It ulus Preble, AVinslow, killed.
Thomas llennabry, 11 art land, killed.
Corp’l N. S. Burritl, llartiaud. hand.
S. K. Tuttle, Fairfield, hand, slightly.
Private Abram Batchcldcr, Pittsfield, arm severe.

E. H. Hammond. Pittsfield, foot.severe.
Thomas Dolan, Portland, arm, slight.
Co. F.
Lieut. L. M. Sltorey, foot, severe.
Private Fred. C. Tibbets, Athens, killed.
C. B. Chase, Canaan, shoulder, ankle
and leg.
Corp’l W. H. Benson, Athens, hip, slight.
Private Hiram Wixou, Albion, hand.
Israel A. Foster, Portland, leg, severe.
Patrick O’Brian,
leg, mortal.
E. Townsend,
hand, severe.
II. I), l’hilbriek, Skowhegan, hand,

slightly.
Studlcy, China, missing.

15. C.

Co. (i.

Serg’t

severe.

Corp’l Robert

II. Jackson, Naples,foot, severe.
Private Cha’s II. Waterhouse, Portland, thigh.
Color Corp’l Wm. P. Nason, Portland, leg,
■

slight.

Private John K. Bcgg. Portland, arm, severe.
J. II. Norton. Bath, missing.
Dennis Coder,
face, severe.*
Edward Murphy, elbow, severe.
James H. Johnson, leg, mortal.

Janies H. Cobb, Saccarappa, foot,

se-

vere.

Alvah J. Sprague,Hath, taken prisoner.
Charles J. 15. Smith, Portland, missing.
James W. Lent, Hichmnnd,
T. J. Waterhouse, Scarboro’,
Co. n.

Lieut. Henry Warren. Bangor, missiug.

Private J.
(5.
(5.
C.

F. Connney, Oldt iwn, killed.
W. Hodgkins, Stetson, missing.
B. Boyer. Bangor, hip.
II. Eddy, Clifton, hand, slight.
O. J. Kowe,
leg, severe.

E. Delieck, foot, slight.
Co. I.

John B. Cook, leg, severe.
Lieut.. Harlow P. Brown, Bethel, killed.
Corp’l Enoch B. Turney, leg, severe.
Private W. T. Jordan, Strong, side, severe.
la wis E. Hardy, Hampden, leg.
D. Hartford, foot.
A. B. Whittier, leg.

Capt.

M

_A

n

/h_1_

1

C’orp'l K. Collins, Lewiston, leg. Might.
Col. Corp’l .1. G. Carver, Lewiston, Mile, severe.
Private II. Baker. Bowdoinh.ui), killed.
G. W. McKenney, hip, severe.
.1. A. Wilcox, leg, severe.
E. 8. Fargo, hand. Might.
P. McIIannan, Lewiston,
G. II. Putney, missing.
G. B. Hall, wounded and

*J

missing.
missing,

N. C. S.

Scrg’t Maj. John B. Parsons, Iloulton, killed.
Those reported missing may some have been
taken by the enemy, some killed, and their
bodies not identified, and some have found
their way to some remote hospital.
Very Respectfully,
Your ob't serv’t,
Tiios. W. Hyde.

Major Commandiudg

7th

Me.,

for the war

j

deford, since the

a

(land.

The 7th is

war

commenced.

New York Rkiohlicajs Cox vextiox.—
The follow ing are taken from the resolutions

unanimously adopted by the recent New York
Republican State Convention:
lienofred, That we urge upon the National
Government the prosecution of the war with
the utmost vigor and energy in the field, and
with the utmost unity and decision in the cabinet, by all the means which the God of battles
has placed in its power, bearing ever in mind
that a revolt so w antuu, so malignant, and so
pernicious, is only to be overcome by the

in that State.

of courage.”

on

jjfr-The President's proclamation is meeting
unexampled ami most unexpected favor.
It is the right word at the right time, felt to lie
right, just, and honest, and meets the demands
of public sentiment. Those who tight it will
And themselves gnawing a tile. Mark that.
The painful tidings of the death of
Mr. Parsons of the Seventh Regiment, whose
letters from the Held of strife have so often
appeared In the columns of the I’ress over the
signature of “Aroostook,” were communicated
by Maj. T. W. Hyde, of that regiment, who.
it will be seen, pays a very high
compliment
to the gallant and gifted
young soldier.
By“ Tlie New York Evening Post, while
claiming that we gained no satislactory result
from the great battle of Antietam, and that our
small success was dearly hought, concedes
that “our men fought splendidly, their officers
won great honor, and their
commander, Geu.
McClellan, is declared by competent military
critics to have fought the battle of
Wednesday
in a manner highly creditable to him.
with

Friday last,

reminds the “editors

of the

men,

in favor of

a

Citizens’

Convention,

has

“these very instructive and truthful words:”
It is no time for party or pafty names,party
cries or party issues
lie ichu raises sueh is a
traitor to the people, to the <fOtcrnment,to the
best hopes of humanity. There must be one
purpose, one aim.
The truthfulness of the words is admitted
and appreciated, and their instructiveness is

greatly aided when it is remembered that the
purpose” and "one aim” of the fifteen
hundred respectable gentlemen who have sign-

"one

cidental omission of two lines of the manuscript, the gallant “Orderly” was made to
march nine prisoners to his brigade, when the

captured Ins'first seven men

road-side.

‘Throw down your musket, and
cried the Orderly. They also obeyed,”

and it was then that he marched his nine
prisoners down to his brigade.

Chapes.—We are indebted to “Friend” P.
Stewart, of the “United Society,” or Shakers,
at West Gloucester, for a liberal supply of his

well-ripened
palatable
Grapes, grown in the open air, perfectly
hardy, and probably the best hartly grape that
lias ever been introduced into Maine. They
are of fair size, about the size of the
Isabellas,
and the sample sent us is by no means “sour
grapes.” Friend S. says though the grape is
Northern Musca-

dine

ed the address referred to, is to kill oil' John
A. Andrew and Charles Sumner, and this simply because they do not speak of negro slavery with reverence, or handle it with kid
and while pretending to ignore party

gloves;

and party issues, the new movement is a party
movement, and nothing but a party movement,
to bring into power all the odds and ends, and

appearance of the troops. A finer set of men
have never been mustered in this or any other

getting impatient to l>e
mustered into the U. S. service. Inactivity is
Colonels
not the element for our Maine boys.
Fessenden and Virgin were exercising their
commands in regimental drill, and we understand that they give promise of being exceedingly popular with their men. Col. Tapley—
They

Stale.

were

an excellent report—we did
Col. Fessenden has had experience,

of whom we hour

illy concealed and virulent party movement against him.and the Boston aristocracy and “respectability,” even when
aided by the Portland Advertiser, can’t prevent
it. Massachusetts is not prepared to drink oblations to slavery from Southern spit-boxes,

and is every inch a soldier. On the ground
we saw our honored fellow-citizen—Senator

nor

spite

of this

will she do it

FORTIFICATIONS AT WINCHESTER.

not see.

Fessenden—who takes

thing

deep

interest in every
that concerns the welfare of the army,
a

lie has two sons now iu the
third

ville.

recently

service,

and

New Works!

a

fell on the battle-field at Centre-

of Baltimore.

.New York..

Jura.

Sept 17

Quebec.Sept
Boston.Sept

18
20

Quebec.Sept
York..Sept

25
27

Liverpool.Oct.
Liverpool.Oct.
Liverpool.Oct.

1
4
4
4
8
11

Enropa.

City of Washiiig’n.
Anglo Saxon.

New

Persia.

.New

Arabia.
Etna.
Nova Scotian
Borussia.
Scotia.
City of Baltimore.
Jura.

NEW EDITION OF

York. Sept 24

Hamburg.Oct.

CASEY'S U. S. TACTICSJ

Army Regulation*.
HALL L. DAVIS,

City of Washing’ii.
Anglo Saxon.
Persia.

writ-

kiiicu.

Pryor narrowly esca|>ed death. Ills horse
was killed by a shell.
The rebels had information of our intended
capture of Lee's wagon
and
four
train,
posted
brigades on the west
side of Ashby's Gap in such a manner as

would annihilate our force had it been attempted. Winchester is being strongly fortified.
All the negroes in the neighborhood have been
impressed for the purpose. The rebels an* apprehensive t"hat their communications and supplies w ill lie cut off by a movement from Washington on Gordousville. Longstreet Ls so severely wounded in the shoulder by a piece of
shell that it is feared amputation will be necessary. He is reported to have lain on the
Held insensible till Wednesday night, when he
was discovered by a
party burying the dead.
All the public buildings and most of the private dwellings in Winchester are used as hospitals. AlHiut 0000 are there, and a large
number were sent further down the valley.
Rumored
make

Intention ot the President
Florida a Cotton Plantation.

to

Rebel Iron-clad Gunboats at Apalachicola.

New York, Sept. 27.
A rumor from Washington says the President contemplates issuing a proclamation making Florida a cotton plantation, inviting laborers, black and white, to settle there for that
]>ur|>ose. who w ill have ample protection from
tile army and navy; the State Constitution to
be put aside temporarily, and Florida reduced
to a territorial condition.
This movement is
said to bo preliminary to the policy to lie
hereafter
with
the other Southern
adopted
States.
Reports from Apalachicola say that two
rebel iron-clad gunlamts are nearly ready lor
sea, under the command of Catesby Jones,
who says he will sink every gunloat on the
Gulf coast.
|
Frouomy is Wenlth,
of
the
C.
W.
William*
k Co.’a [
imrclifters
(formerly Williams k Or\is) $26 Family Newinjr MaAmi th<*

chines timi it
ability ami
■

itii*

so.
ease

These machines, for simplicity, iluof management. are not excelled
in

*unij;iii

111 in-1

iiir

i* u«in nun mr writ

ing wheel can run backwards or Ibrwnrds And new
ju*t a* well, and in the mechanism are to be observed
a number of ingenious contrivances peculiar to this
machine only. The manufacturer* say that if costlv
machines are wanted, they make them e«|ual in sole
and finish to those of any other makers, but good
faith reouires them to say, that so tar as res|n*ct* tiw
practical u*«‘* of a sewing machine, their 925 machine* an* just tin tfiHut ami junt a* reliable an any
machine* u'hirh either themnrlcen or anylnuly else
ran make.
Please call and see them at 841 Middle
.Street.

Portland, Sept. 12, 1862.

eod2w*

“The Copper Til*."—Parents who wish to avoid
the annoyance and expense of buying a new pair of
shoes every month for their children,
buying the .Metallic Tipped Shoes. One
will

wear a*

long

Boots and Shoes

are

a*

can

do

so

by

pair w ith the
three without, The Tipped

sold

by

all Shoe

Dealers in the

L uited States.
American Shoe

sepl*6w

Tip Co., 108 Pearl Street, Boston.
II. 31. BEAIU'E,Treasurer.

him.

office.$2
Each subsequent sitting at office,.60
City Patients, !ir*t Examination at residence,.. 2 30
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
August 16, 1862.—tf
00

First Examination at

Sept. 27.18»>2.

lation,
aulS '62 eod

ami Catarrh, ami all diseases of
Luugs, successfully treated by InhaBy C. Morse, 31. D.,
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

Dentistry.—Dr. JOS1AI1 HEALD, No. 241 ConStreet, llrst door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, 3le.
augTdly

gress

LOCKE & KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
31iddle Street, Portland, Me.
augl5—ly
Dk*.

Physician
Office,

corner

LAMB, 31. D.,
of Congress and Cliestuut Streets,

and

Soho eon.—H. A.

Portland, Me.
Pkrticular attention

diseases of the eye and

paid to Surgery, including
augT—d6ia

ear.

dtf

Wanted.
SITUATION in

any kind of store,
clerk,
do writing for any kind of bnaiueaa.
AGoodto reference
furnished. Address
a

aa

SI N.
Rises.. .5.64 | Sets.. .6.46

THE FA 1.1. EXHIBITION
-or THE

—

Portland Hortienltnral
NEW

| Morn’g

be held at the

Will

—

29
IIH>II WATCH.
2.28 | Eveu'g 3.08

I

or

Box 2239.

sep27dlw*

X Em

CITY

Society

—

HALL,

To continue through the afternoon and evening

PORT OF PORTLAND.

day oni$.

Libe

uiums

Saturday. September 27.
ARRIVED.

Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables,

Sch Rescue, Pettengill,
Soli Minnehalia, Thomas, New York.
Sch North Star. Mitchell, Boston.
Sch Francisco, Kilby, Newbunrport.
Sch Decatur, Runnel!, Calais for Bridgeport.
Sch Leviathan, l>ix. < ala;- for Boston.
Sell Ja* Monroe, Whitcomb. Tremont for Bouton.
Sch Looehoo, Joyce, Tremont.
Sch Pioneer, NVwbrey. Tremont for Long Island.
Steamer Forest City, Prince, Boston.

Philadelphia.

Lists of which may be obtained of the Treasurer, at
lAiweW k Center's, Kxchange Street, and ail interested, whether members or the Society or not, will
be allowed to compete therefor.

USUIll*

—

Tickets for the Afternoon, 16 ota-;
FOB THE EXHIBITION AND DANCE IN THE
rF' The profits of tbs Exhibition and Dance will
given to the Ladies’ Sanitarv Committee.
Articles intended for the Exhibition should be
handed in as early Wednesday forenoon as practicable ; and none will be received for premium after 12
o'clock.
Per order,
8. 11. BECKETT, Secretary.
sepSSdtd

be

It” Ol IS MIHCK'-m.

Portland Benevolent Society.
Annual Meeting of the Portland Benevolent
Society, for the choice of officers and for the

DISASTERS.
Sell American Eagle, Wilder, from Pouglideeprie
XY, with iron ore. for Pembroke, struca on the
Great Point Kip at 4 o’clock Frioay morning, and
was boarded by ( 'apt A Baker at 0 o’clock, aud got
afloat at 12 o'clock, and proceeded on ber voyage
perfectly tight.
Ship Sandusky, Linnekin, at Xew York from Bristol E, report* 19th inst, lat 40 40, Ion 05 30, took a
heavy gale from SSE, which lasted six hours, during
which lost and split sail*.
Ship Mary, at San Francisco from Boston, was 25
days off the Horn, with strong ,1 W gales; carried

THE
transaction of

any other business, will be held at the
office of the Five Cent Saving Institution, on Wedthe
8th
dav of October next, at 8 o’clock F.
nesday
M.
MARTIN GORE. Secretary.
dtd
Portland. Sept. 25, 1862.

.A.

D.

REEVES,
The

—

away the head and stove in the starboard bow.

Tailor,

HAS JUST HKTURJIIX> FROM

—

NEW

YORK AND BOSTON,
With a large and well selected Stock of

FISHERMEN.
Cabinet, McIntyre.

Clotha, Caaaimerea and

Dennis, Dench.Bay

Also

a

Anil

u

prepared

Veating* 1

Aill assortment of

Military

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAX FRANCISCO. Ar 23*1. ship* Goddess, Crowell. Xew York :24th, 31 am. B rid goo. Boston.
YOKKTOWN. In port 221, sens 111 Day, Chase,
aud Alien Middleton.
ALEXANDRIA. In port 23d. sch White Foam,

OlotHa,

nuke them up at short ..otke.Call and See,

to

AT No. 16 EXCHANGE STREET.
dtf

Portland, Sept. 24.1*2.

Millikeu, wtg.
WASHINGTON DC.

In port 22d,«ch Ocean Bird,
for Boston, all right, difg.
BALTIMORE. Ar 2otn, sch Fanny Keating, Snow,
Vina! haven

Berry,

PATTEN**

Infantry

Also ar 25th, ships Caaflda, Stafford, Rotterdam:
Congress, Driukwater, Xew York to load for London.

Tactics
AND

Bayonet Drill,

SMALL SWORD EXERCISE.

PHILADELPHIA. Ar2»tli, sch Rcdington,Clark.
New York.
Also ar 25th. sch* Engineer, Mayo. Rotterdam;
Exchange, Montgomery. St John NB.
( Id24th. brig* Jutta Ford. Payne. Port Koval SC;
Daladla Jewett, Reed. Forti w 3Ionroe; sch Mary A
Susan, Eaton, Portland.
Also cld 25th, brig 3toonlight, Wtwister, Boston.
ELIZA BETHPOKT. Cld 25th, bark James Smith,
Anderson, Aspiuwall.
XEW YORK. Ar25th, ships Spiridion, Jordan,
Liverpool; Artizau, Pollard, London; Saudusky,
Linnekin, Bristol E; ilarpswell. Rogers, Antwerp;
bark* Sebra C'rooker. Staples, New Orleans; Orphan,
Huutley, ot and from Machias; brig t eman the Hopkins, Hamer, Lingua < It; aehs Albert Edward, (<»hen. Turk* Island; Mary Ann, ltmaut, Calais; William Mitchell, Machia*.
Also ar 2»>fh. ships luvincible, Hepburn,Liverpool;

44 ¥

CORDIALLY approve of this work, and recX ommend it to the use of officer* of volunteer*.”
geo. b McC lellan,
Mg). Gen. U. S. Army.
For sale in Portland, at 25 cents, by
A. ROBINSON,
No. 51 Exchange St.
scp24—3w

THREE PER CT. DISCOUNT
-OH-

TAXES FOR 1862.
The time all lowed

Dorcas Prince, Meailv, Dublin.
Also ar 20th, ship Arno, Mason, Boston; brigs Monica. Phillips, Fall River; G F Geery, Weeks, Fortress Monroe.
CM 25th, brigs Sitka, Elliot, isle Vieques; Thomas

by

ordinance of

Three Per Cent Diaconnt
—

the city for

Tazee,

on

For the current year, will expire

Saturday

Turrell. Thompson, Mavagnez.
Also c'd 2dtli, barks F S Means. Means, Pernambuco; James Smith, Audereon. KJizabeitiport; brig*
Prentiss Hobbs, Ellis, St Pierre; Handy, Jones.
Washington DC; 1 atherine Nickels, Grant, do; E
Baldwin. Brown, Fortress Monroe; *ch* France*
Hatch, Parker, St Pierre; Packet, Douu*. Baugor;

on

—

N ext,

SEPTEMBER

2TTH,
And for the benefit of Tax-Payer*. 1 hereby annex
an extract from an ordinance of the City, vix:
••Sect. 1.—To sneh persons as shall pay their Taxes
within 60 days after the date of assessment, a Deeo/ Tkree per Cent, shall be allowed on the
amount.
••Sect. 2.—On all Taxes which shall remain unpaid
four mouth* after the date of tin* assessment. Interrat
shall be charged at the rate of Six per Cent, per annum, to commence Sixty Ikiya alter the date of as-

Peri, Kid ridge, Belfast.
NEW HAVEN. Ar 25th, sch Giraffe, Richards.
( a! nia.
PROVIDENCE. Ar 2fith, achs Rocket. Dix,Calais;
Canary, Pitcher, and Abaco, Fletcher. Bangor. Jacob
Loug, Gardiner for Pawtucket; Hard,
Snow Rockland.
N KWPoKT. Ar 25th, sch Jacob Raymond, Long,
Gardiner for Providence.
D1GHTOX. Ar 2t>th, sch Dr Rogers, Driukwater,

Raymond,

Sailed

PORTLAND BAND

OLD

To ffcrufeh tin- Hiuic.

A ship of about 1000 tons, built by Messrs. Patten
It Hon.of Hath, named the Hi/hson. was to have
been launched from tbeir yard Saturday afternoon.

Bangor.
NEW BEDFORD.

—

THE EVESiso:

/.V

THE

Lewiston, Knight, Boston.

Arat Caattne 24th inst, sch
Grand Bank, 17,Quo fish.
Ar at Gloucester 24th, sch J G
St Lawrence.

a

Promenade Concert

Sunday, September 28.
ARRIVED.
Sell Atlantic. Wass, Boston.
Steamer

The Kxhihition will close with

—

CLEARED.
Brig Denmark. Staples, lia\ana.Chase. Broa A Co.
Brig Helen Star. (Br) Card, Windsor NS, master.
Brig J D Lincoln. Webber, Philadelphia. II Eaton.
Sch Mary Jane, (Br) Macomber, Maitland NS, mas-

sessment.”

HENRY P. LORD.
Treasurer and

Portland, Sept. 22, 1862.

25th, hark Milliuoket,

Collector.

scpSftt27

Hailev. New York.
BOSTON. Ar 20th, schs S M Tyler, Crosby, Al*
bauv; Lookout. Harper. Roudout.
Also ar27th. schs Olive Branch, Dix,Calais; Effort.
Frit. .Mucluas: Alina Odlin. Frruk*, Bluchill; Eliza-

Pianos!

Pianos!

j

Telegraphed,

ship Almeda, from ( alcutta.
26th, bark Hadlev, Mayo, Baltimore; sclts Kn- !
chautiiNt, Devereux. Havana: Ozell, Chisholm. Lingaii ( B; Humor. Higgins, 1‘ictou.
Also chi 27th. ship Bell© of tin* West. Soule. New
York; harks Tidel Waxe. Goldsmith, Africa; Villafranca. Hill, Ship Island: brig* Bird of the Wave,
Murray, I’ort an l rince; ( rawford. Sinai), l’hiladelphia; schs 11 VV 1* rye. 1'billin*. Aux ( axes; Saxon,
(

Id

Of Twelve Mew and Splendid

Bangor.

SALEM. Sailed 25th, brig Charles Heath, I,oud,
(from Bangor) New York.
Also 'ailed 261 h. hark ZotoflT, Clark. Cayenne.
roKlSMUi ril. Sailed 23d, ach Edward A Frank.
Williams. Bangor.
EAST MAC HI AS. Sailed 25th, brig Elvira.Clark,

PIANO
(Including Two

ELLSWORTH. Chi 23d, schs Dolphin, Davis,and
Agues. Jordan. Boston.
BAN (.OR. Ar 2utli, brig Hampden, Nickerson,

on Thursday, October 2d. at 11 ©'yT clock AM .at store Mo. 81 Middle Street. Fox
ltlock.

HfE shall sell

Boston.

( hi at Havana 13th inst,
Aviles,
liams. Boston.
Ar at Maiauaas 12th iuet, brig Daniel Boone,Segur,
Boston.
Ar at Cardenas 16th inst, brig Model. Rice, Boston.
Ar at St Johu NB 24tli, sch Arid, 11 older,I’ortlaud

bark John

VI il-

TWELVE PIANOFORTES.

\
1

at

Messrs.
the

Ladd ft Co. received the FIRST PRIZB

URFAT WORLD’S FAIR,
Held ar Pari* in 1865. in competition with
makers in Europe, including
KKAKD, PLEYKL AMD I1EKZ.

the best

Every instrument i* warranted perfect in every respect b’v the manufacturers; and a written guaranwtlf be giveu, if desired, at the time of the sale.
Messrs. Ladd A Go's Piano's are extensively used
throughout the I’nited States. Each instrument has
been selected ns a SrncniK* Pi ajco, and this will be
the only opportunity offered to purchase by auction.
The llano* will be on exhibition from Monday
morning. Sept. 29. up to the hour of sale. All are in-

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Wliampoa July 26, ship Washington, Colburn,
for San Francisco.
At Manila July 19, ship Syren, Green, (not Allen)
for Loudon.
-At t.alle 4th ult, ship Rufus Choate, Rich, (not
Martin) from Boston, lust ar.
At Melbourne July 26, bark A II Badger. Means,
for Calcutta and back to M. to sail earl) in August,
gets S2 per ton.
At Salt Cay IT 17th Inst, brig B C Smith, for New
York 2 dax *.
Ar at (Teufhcgos 13th inst, bark Lysander, Glover,

FOHTES!

Grand*) from the celebrated
manufactory of

Fine

ALIIKRT W. LADI) A C O., BOSTON.

New York.

Caniirv I sics.
Cld 26th. *H*h Anaconda. Hurd. Cortland.
CAsTlNE. Ar 24th. brig Abner Taylor, Tapley,
New York.
ROCKLAND. Ar 19th. bark M A Herrera.-,
Frankfort for Buenos Ayres; 24th, brig H Leeds.
Smith, Salem; schs Augu.-ta. Gregory, and Freeport,
Saw ver, Cortland.
Sailed 19th. brig M A Herrera.-. Bueno* Ayres.
Ar 26th( sch Forest, Wilson, New York.
BATH
Sailed 26th, ship Vancouver, Curtis, New York.

SALE

GREAT

Smiw, Bancor: < anima. Erskine. Stockton.
GLt>l'( l> I KK. Ar 25th, sch Almira, Boston for

Consumption
the Throat and

Exchange‘fltreet

53

.Liverpool.Oct.
IJvcrpool.Oct.
.Liverpool.Oct. 11
.Liverpool.Oct. 15
Liverpool.Oct. 18
.Liverpool.Oct. 18
Liverpool.Oct. 22

MEMORANDA.
New York, Sept 27.
The Times has news from Winchester to
Wednesday. Ttie main body of the rebel
army is coucetitfited there, numbering 75.000
uien.
They are much demoralized and suffering for want of food. Their loss in Mary land
is acknowledged to lie terrible. Pryor’s Brigade of 2200 men had 1057 killed, w ounded and
missing. Longstreet's division lost over half
its number. McCall's division Inst 12H0 out of
2300. The rebel officers and surgeons confess
a loss of 23,000, including prisoners, of whom

DU. P. P. (jl'IUllY, would give notice that he ha
returned to Portland, ami can be found at hi* Room,
No. 13 International IIocse, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all w ishing to consul

in the

City

I'"" JHWIIICI

made a brief visit to
Saturday
Camp Abraham Lincoln—the first time the
writer of this had been on the ground—and
wo

fag ends, of all the cast-off parties of the last
half-a-dozen years. John A. Andrew will lie
elected in

I/Ongstreet severely Wounded.

tips

agreeably disappointed

wpHT-lw

Londonderry.

ter.
Sch P S Lindsay. Rirkcr. Boston. Jos H White.
Sch Citizen, Doughty, Boston, J B Brown A Son.

Winchester.

light.”
come of unmanliness; we have never known
any thing worth possessing to be lost by honorable and high-minded treatment of opponents ; we have never known any good come
of treating men suspiciously and shabbily
through fear that, at some future time, they
may do something that we can't approve.—
"Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.”

were most

No. 229

Liverpool

of that

erv-

he marched them in front of him to the road;
“just then he saw two more sitting by the

we

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from
call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

MARI X E

TERRIBLE LOSSES IN LATE BATTLES.

iiuiu twi; iu .iifuw

by

TRUK & CO.,
«'on press street, Portland, Me.

On Wednesday, October 1st, ISOS.

New York, Sept. 27.

at

chimneys.
Price only Twenty Cent*.

MINIATl'RE ALMANAC.

Tlie Tribune has a rumor in its Washington
dispatch that Secretary Seward is about to resign bis portfolio in the State department to
Edward Everett. The dispatch adds that the
rumor grows out of the fact that
Mr. Everett
is in Washington, at the President's invitation,
oil business related to our foreign relations, iu
regard to which his views are understood to
differ somewhat from Mr. Seward’s.
The assertion that Col. Ford received written orders from Col. Miles to evacuate
Maryland Heigths cannot lie substantiated by the
the
orders.
of
Col.
Ford
he
says
production
lost them.
A guerilla band of thirty was arrested near
Fairfax. One hundred guns were found hidden under a haystack.

From the Rebel Army

la

more

For sale at wholcMle and retail

Foreign

GUERILLAS CAPTURED.

a

living

Press" that the address of the Massachusetts

buy any

Skptkaihkk.Monday

j

MARTINE’S
Kerosene Burner,

gas from
oil, being perfectly safe, anti gives the best and
cheapest light ever used.
Try it once, and you will never be without M, or

ST JOHN NB.
Sch Challenge—34 M scantlings,
12 M pickets. 21 M shingles Knight A Hamilton.

THE HARPER*# FERRY SURRENDER

private
letter, given in the Press of Saturday morning,
under the head of “A Gallant Act,” by the ac-

and

to

GAS!

from Kerosene Oil
by tuing

ITfilled with Kerosene Oil, and generates

I Ml POUTS.

PAPERS.

bnrn Las

IX J.

Europa.

II.

Mr. Everett consulted in regard
Affairs.

Even
those friends of Mr. Lincoln, who have been
of tin* opinion that a proclamation could hare
no practical effect,
cordially agree with him
in thinkiug that within the next hundred
days
the aspect of affairs may lie materially
changed,
and that the people of the South may be led
to see that unless they return to their allegiance, their peculiar institution is doomed.

in,’

hi* young life uml hope*.

EVE.\n«i

President’s emancipation proclamation.

fall

of

GAS !

Ihe

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

-TO TUE-

of the Hew York
Commercial says that officers of the army are
almost unanimous m their approval of the

Alter lie hail

man

young

BY TELEGRAPH

;K»,OUO, or two against one of the enemy. That
will make it a sure thing.

en.

a

was

prof-

For burning Kerosene Oil,
WITHOUT A CHIMNEY.
is applied to the common Fluid Lamp, which

Hospital.

for the ol<l flag!" He
flue ability, and was per-

one can

Patent

In Rockland 29th Inst, Mrs Nancy II Kimball, forof Belfast, aged 31.
In Marinas 22d inst, Olive Steward, daughter of
Amos F and Clvmena Barliii, aged 8 years 1 month
24 days.
In Carver’s
D (’, Charles II Derby, private of 2d Maine Battery, aged 22 years 9 months 14
son
of
Rufus
days,
Derby, or Rockland.

severingly working his way to future distinction. His rare bravery in the morning's light
would have decided his future promotion, had
not tin* fiercer buttle of
evening set a close up-

number full

captured only

Every

DIED.

I died flghtin/

father

By The churches in Brooklyn, N. Y.. are
raising four “Monitor” companies, ami the
Christian Association is raising a company for
the Ironside regiment.
Ejp'The Spy states that arrangements are
being made for a grand mass meeting in Worcester some time this week, to endorse and
ratify the President’s proclamation.
Gov. Todd of Ohio, a Democrat, was
the same man who presideii over the Baltimore
Convention aftes Caleb Cushing basely seced
ed from the chair, and joined the rebels.
Dr. Colton is administering gas to the
Bangoreans. It would be an improvement in
inhaling the gas from the rubber bag, if he
would have a patent clothes pin to
put upon
the nose of the inhaler,
ZW~' The Newbnryport Herald says it is retained that our victorious army under McClellan will shortly lie hi pursuit of the rebels on

had

GAS!

In Kastnort 14th inst, Mr John A Capon to Miss
Reliance Leland, both of E.
In Marblehead 16th inst, Mr William T Carder Jr,
of Lynn, to Miss Marv K llodgdon.of Bath.
In Gloucester 17th inst, Mr Israel Harrington, of
li, to Miss Abbie R Hale, of Brunswick.

so many of his comrades otftred
He was
up their lives for their country.
brought off the field anil died twelve hours
after he fell. His last words were, “Tell icy

a

«ep29dtf

Mary

chard where

No.

STORE,

the proprietor
haring made temporary arrangement. to enter upon other bu.ineM
in a neighboring
State, immediately oflbr. the
stand, good wilt, Ac.,
at a bargain, if dhtpowd of .non.
Address Box 19S4, Portland P.
0.

ult, Mr Benjamin H Burr to Miss JoMiss

Sale,

Established, well located, and dolor
],*!^{*,
J itable baslncm.

__MARRIED.

took,” John W. Parsons, of Houlton, Sergeant Major of this Regiment, was mortally
wounded in the abdomen, while gallantly charging with his regiment in the battle of Antietam Creek. His remains lie buried in the or-

name.

shows that he

.do.121}

merly

Mu. Editor:—Your correspondent, “Aroos-

Exchange Street.
By The Argus styles the Press a “young
dec/pic” of the Tribune. Better that tliau a
disciple of the “Father of Lies,” and wear his

Omission.—In the extract from

special

fith Army Corps, 1
7th Maine Vols, Sept. 23, 18(12.
(

51

It will

For

2,229 .do.121}

Bundle, both of T.

APOTHECARIES

A FIRST-CLASS APOTHECARY

*>,990 .do.1211

In Lee 23d

1Mml"lon-

ADVERTISEMENTS,

TO

acts

Death ol John W. Parsons.

By Harper's Weekly and Leslie's Illustrated newspapers, for this week, have been re-

Robinson,

for

Head-Quarters

By The big reservoir at the Navy Yard
has beeu excavated eighteen feet from solid
ledge. It is to be built capable ot holding 14(1,000 gallons of water.—[Portsmouth Chronicle.

ceived at the bookstore of A.

detail,

the officers and men in

By The Marinas Republican says the vote
for county officers in Washington is so close
that no one can tell who is elected until the
official vote is declared.

SEW

480 Ainericau Gold.1204

Wet her bee, both of Springfield.
sephine
In Tliomaston, Mr Oliver Robinson to

<2. ship Antarctic, from Lirerold

1.000 .do.ioi|
2.01 x) United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104*
2.000 .do.I0|i
1.0i)0 U. S. Treasury Sixes, 2 years.n«
5.250 .do. 118
3.000 United States Demand Notes.117
10.000 U. S. Certilieates of Indebtedness. 99
14.000 .do. 99
9.000 .do (endorsed). 99
2,523 United States October Coupons,.12»»
16.920

lou 10, ship Far West, ftn
Antwerp

Sept 19, lat 42). Ion
►ool for New \ ork.

was

fell.

strong arm of force.
Hfinjlreil, That we hail with the profouudest satisfaction the recent proclamation of the
President of the United Stales, enforcing the
laws of the land against the property of traitors in arms, and declaring his intention to
emancipate the slaves of all rebels who do not two weeks later this season than last, yet he
return to their allegiance by the 1st of Januhas found tio more trouble in raising it in
ary, 1863.
Maiuc than he lias in raising currants. He is
Resulted. That our heartfelt gratitude is due
to the gallant officers and men of our
loyal ar- prepared to furnish vines or roots to order,and
mies and fleets wherever they may be; that
recommends that they be set out in the fall.
we tender to them our
highest admiration for
their heroic courage, patient endurance, and
»»iu lucuus
uii
iuf m'uue*
uuj v*i
I
liiuooiiiauie zeal, aim
we promise them our I
bee think it bad policy to tell the truth in reearnest and unceasing efforts to relieve their
lation to a political opponent, or to be lair and
distresses strengthen their arms, fortify the'r
courteous towards a neighbor who may hapof
hearts, and provide for the future well
themselves and Jlieir families.
pen to adopt a different creed, or to worship at
I
a different shrine, all is, “we don't see it in
Tilt: Purpose asii Aim.—The Advertiser
We have never known success to
that
of

the body-guard ol Gen.

now

shot three times before he himself
Major Hyde says,“ I could mention all

horse

*y Gen. Hooker is a native of Massachusetts, and is soon to make a visit to his friends

account

Vols.

had his horse shot twice, and revery slight wound himself in the

moved

SHOKEN.
Scot 10. hi 10,
for New \ork.

206. do.
ftoj
3 Boston and Lowell Railroad. 99
10 Boston and Maine Railroad.115
3.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881). .! 101}

Maj. Hyde

*3F"The correspondent

Co. K.

BROKERS* BOARD.
Rale ok Stock*.—Bouton,
Sept. 27, 1862.
15 Eastern Railroad.70}
80
15.do.

; Franklin and Gen.
Smith, made so in special
day, rather than go to school.
lionor, the highest they could bestow. Gen.
Smith told the “boys” that he had “never
By Seventy-five persons who were employed in the Alleghany arsenal, at the time of its
seen, heard, or read of a more gallant feat of
iirms than they had performed; that the 7th
explosion, are known to have been killed.
Maine had glory enough, and should now rety1 Mrs. Satsbury of Ellsworth,is rejoicing
main with him.”
in the possession of a baby that weighed sixMajor Hyde writes us, in a private letter,
teen pounds at birth.
that he thinks among others, the bravery, and
Cy- Gen. James S. Wadsworth, nominated
good conduct of Capt. John W. Channing, of
for Governor by the Republicans of New York,
Kendall’s Mills, deserves mention. He was
was formerly of the democratic school.
conspicuous for his gallantry. Acting AdjuBy The London Times is known on the ! tant Haskell was
severely wounded in both
Paris stock exchange as “the lying concern of
legs, but is now at Chatnbersburg, doing well.
Printing House Square.”
His behavior was the admiration of all who
C”yThe Journal snys it is estimated that saw him. He was mounted on a large white
over tSOO men have entered the army from Bidhorse—a shining mark for the rebels. His

Win. H. Hotly, Portland, face, severe.
the way to Richmond.
James II.Armstrong, Portland, shoulder i

off our retreat, and laced those in
Here we received a severe fire from

force, I

go over to the rebels and give them the lament of his “aid and comfort;” and, without in-

ing

Lieut. A. M. Bensen, hip, slight
Eli McLaughlin, Oldtown, missing.

Serg't
Corp'l

to cut

front.

against it—to suppprt the proela
fully, fairly ami without reservation,or

absent but three

Co. C.

flank, formed them on a crest in the orchard,
poured a volley into those who were endeavor-

or

pointed to return. lie was
days and a half, and when

Timothy Merro,Vasalhoro’ arm, slight.
Charles B. Hawes, Union, missing.
Wm. H. Holbrook, Etnhden. missing.
C. B. Tlioits, Pownal, missing.

Private Horace Ross, Bowdoin, leg, severe.
Charles P. Pentirook, Bath, leg severe.

drove the reliel skirmishers in

soon

dered to clear.

shuffling, shillydouble-dealing is past. He has

whatever that his services as Paymaster,* ould
be needed till long after the time he had ap-

Win. York, Skowhegan, thigh, mortal.

ol the enemy who
batteries.
Hardly

the hollow

that the time for

ed with the office were

verely.

a

Irwin com-

of (Jen. Brooks

I took the

who

ers

Right.

For the Portland

M. M. Hatch, Lewiston, leg, severe.
Addison Grant, side, Frankfort, se-

Brigade, in advance of their skirmishers, forma fence, sent out my skirmish-

In relation to the Proclamation of President
Lincoln, we can say to the Advertiser, aud to

iuation

knee, slight.
Private E. M. Tobey, Bath, missing.

ed them behind

powers, he labors to pervert truth and to mislead those whose proclivities are all in the di-

iVia

quite emphatically.

so

left.

community, aud to pervert the simplest
propositions of language,and to mislead a wellmeaning public in a time of great national perII, by such sophistries as those in relation to
the President’s purpose to “suspend the opertion” of slavery temporarily, in the rebellious
States, and not to destroy it effectually and
forever. The Baboon is to l>e praised for doing as well os he knows and attempting no deceptions; the human animal,endowed with divine essence by his Creator, is to be despised
when, by the use ofhis God-given intellectual

nr

J. C. Mi*Kenney, Phipsburg, miss’g.
Private Thomas Craw ford. Bath, killed.
Calvin Elders, Bath, hip, slightly.
John Skolield, Bath, foot, slightly.
Crosman
Corp’l
Tiininings, color corps, Bath,

Serg't

these words:

ground

whole

nL*ono

1st

severe.

Lieut. Chas. A. Goodwin, Dresden, killed.
Color Serg’t Harry Campbell, killed.
1st Serg’t A. K. Burroughs, Iloulton, leg, flesh
wound.
Serg’t Flavell H. Goodwin, Biddeford, killed.
Corp’l George D. Saunders, Minot, both legs,

ordered me to send

ordered to take

sition to the government, to bolster up negro
slavery against the moral convictions of our

country

Co. B.
James P. Jones, wounded slightly.
Lieut. Wm. L. Haskell, Act’g Adj’t, Portland,

Capt.

a

“That is not enough, sir:
take your regiment ami drive them from those
trees and buildings.”
1 asked him to repeat
his order and point out the ground again. lie

near

foot

severe.

both legs,

have enlisted

Carriage Shop attho Navy Yard,

years of age drowned himself in the canal at Niagara Falls, the oilier

wounded

Corp’l Augustus L. Merritt, Marysville,

Without

quarter of

Iloulton,

men

The Gallant Maine Seventh.
In the great battle of Autietam Creek, the
Maine 7th covered itself with new glories.—

By* A hoy nine

severe.

Rieharil Keatin;,
ami missing.

'J" Eight

SELECTED.

AND

at Kit tery.

Wolhampter, Monticello,

wounded thigh,

the company detatehed from the liegiment
when Col. Irwin rode along and exclaimed, in

gentleman that there
may be such a thing as sinking below the natural level of the negro;—who seems to fill the
sphere and place for which God ordained him,
according to Mr. Smith's theory;—and in our
judgment this is done when, as in the Advertiser, a labored attempt is made to invite oppo-

o*nt tn f

Charles H.

was

bnt we would remind that

and

3d

company to

of the editors of the Press, and to place
a par with “two of the Baboon race;”

editor,
shallying,

a

M., Col.

Brigade,
dislodge some
annoying one of our

manding

them on

Us

oc-

man.

Aland five o’clock P.

It may be smart in Hon. F. O. J. Smith, to
talk of “the negro miads” and “negro equali-

rection of the

batteries were lost.

our

talion toward the enemy for

itors of the Press

ty”

left and front

mile, and as they opened tire upon us we
charged and cleared them from a large cornfield in from, with small loss. Passing beyond
it, I saw tlie 20th New Y’ork forming under a
severe artillery fire, upon a crest to my right.
Seeing a hollow which formed a natural shelter upon their left I put the regiment there.
There we lay that afternoon under a terrible
file of shot and shell, our batteries playing
over us, and our skirmishers constantly engaged with those of the enemy,—and lost not

community

filSifmfltr/O

“

ORIGINAL

from the Gun

I.lout,. J. G. Butier, l'resqno Isle, missing,
l’jivute James I.ew in, Iloulton, killed.
wounded.
Roger B. Haines,

for further orders I advanced the bat-

waiting

ment, he will exert far less unwholesome influence

oil our

cupied. This being done without opposition,
Capt. Ayers rode up and stated that the eueiny
were advancing, and the whole line must for-

use «f
forcible nor
aoch language as makes up the warp and woof
of the article in question, a man prove himself
devoid of the qualities of a gentleman, but he
will fail to disturb our equanimity, as he will
to satisfy the public that., in the discussion of
important national principles and policy, anything is to be gained by lowering himself from
the dignity ol a man to the dirty level of a
blackguard. Mr. Smith is welcome to the
whole field in that direction; and, in our judger

Co. A.

77th New York.

at the

ing,
Daily Press, drawn out by our comments upon the singular doctrines which have recently

mere

Sharpsburg, Sept. 19,'02. (

w as ordered up to supjiorl Gen. Brooks, the
Seventh Maine was posted on the left of the

the

new

portant truth, to wit: that

Official

I

Lieit. Wm. H. Long, A. A. A.G.,
Sir:— I have the honor to re|>or* that in the
action of Crampton Pass when the 3d Brigade

-j

lios. P. O. J. Smith.—This gentleman,

Report of Casunlties in Seventh Me.
Rcft’l, in the Buttle at Antietnni Creek
and Slmrpsburg.

of the Maine Seventh.

7rn Maine Vols., S. 1)IV..

Q.

UtAINfS.

M>.

Monday Mornin^r. Sept. 29» 18G2%
--

Report

Official

tee

vited to call ami examine.
Catalogue* may be had
Sale positive.

ttoueers.
!

on

*ep2ttd llKMKY BAILEY

application
k

totheauo-

CO.. Auctioneers.

Wnnlrd ut Once.
YOUNG MAN to travel »» SALKS MAH of
to
consumers mini verniers, in such line.
good*
Those wishing such pleasant occupation will aMraas
with hka IN AM t, Uuet office Box No. 384, fortlud.
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MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

Matters in and around Pensacola.

United States Circuit Court.

Recon noisnnee of the Gunbont M inoua.

FIVE

DAYS

SyA

LATER FROM EUROPE.

en

Skpt. 27.—The new docket was called.

.Vo

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
special correspondent of Forney’s Press,
writing from Pensacola, 19th, has the following items.
First Lieut. Mack Tilton, U. S. Marines, is
detached from the command of Pilot Town,
La., to take charge of Pensacola Navy Yard.
The steam frigate Susquehanna lias been
condemned, and will proceed home at the
first opportunity.
The Iroquois has her machinery injured, and

Portland Daily Press.

being ready for trial the jurors were discharged from any further attendance, ami the
Court adjourned to 11 o’clock Monday morntog.

FROM

The

PENSACOLA.

__

forty recruits from Michigan,
for the 17th U.S. regiment, arrived here in the
train from Boston, Saturday noon. Their stalrr-

About

Capture

Promotions for Gallantry.

wart appearance attracted the attention of the
citizens as they inarched through the streets.

ty The 2d vo line of the Portland Price
Current commenced with the number issued
It is well worthy the support of
on Saturday.
the business men of our city, and should be
liberally patronized by them.
Low Price

for

Appi.es.—The Price Cur-

rent states that a merchant in this

city

lias

closed a contract flu- the delivery here of 1000
barrels Baldwin apples, at the price of one
dollar per barrel.

tr

One of the cannon cast at the works

of the Portland Company, for the U. S. Government, was shipped to Boston Friday. It
will lie tested

dence.

thoroughly

Fort

at

Indepen-

The piece weighed about eight tons.

Pianos.—The piano-fortes, from the manufactory of Albert \V. Ladd & Co., Boston,
which are to be sold at auction on
Thursday,
by Henry Bailey & Co., are now on exhibition
store No. 81 Middle street, Fox block.
They
•re splendid looking instruments.
Our citizens are invited to call and
try them.
at

or l.f<‘Ut.-Coloii€>i Lee.

Engagement with the Sioux Indiana.
New Yobk, Sept. 28.
Harvey K. Brown has been discharged from
the medical directorship of the hospital on
Bedloe's Island, for neglect of sick and wounded soldiers under his charge.
Advices from Pensacola of the 17th and Key
West of the 20th, contain no news. The sickness on shore at Key West had abated, but
there was no improvement among the shipping.
A siRciai dispatch to the Times from fSharpsburg Friday, states that a reconuoisance Irotn
Shepardstown to Harper's Ferry, found the
roads open, and returned with thirty rebels
ami Lieut. Col. Lee, of the 33d Virginia regiment. whom they captured, and a large number of sin,til arms.
Tlte following named officers have been promoted on tile recommendation of Maj.-Uen.
Clellan to Ir- Brigadier Generals:
Col. Govcrueur W. Warren of the 5th New
York Volunteers for distinguished conduct at
tin- battle of Gaines llill; Col. Alfred Sully ol
the 1st Minn, for distinguished conduct at tlte
battle before Richmond; Col. Win. N. Overill
of the 3d Pennsylvania for distinguished conduct at Fair Oaks; Col. Robert Cow din of the
1st Massachusetts for distinguished conduct
at

Williamsburg.
Brig. Gen. Joint

Cook of the U. S. Volunteers has been ordered to report for duty to
Maj. Gen. Pope.
list ui
urn;
miners ui
me joiu
Surgeon Win. A. Elvan, U. S. A. has been
regiment, published in our issue of Saturday,
to duty with Gen. Pope as Medical
assigned
the name of the Captain of the Kennebunk,
director of tint department of the Northwest.
The following dispatch had been received at
Lyman and Alfred company should be Seth E'
of the army,
Bryant. The name of the Captain of the Leb- bead-quarters
i
Sr. Pai’i
Spot. ltd.
anon, Berwick, See. company should lie Tlios.
Muj. Gen. Bullock, General-in-Chief:
Sherman, Jr.
Dispatches from Col. Sibley just received
stale that a sharp engagement has taken place
Visitors to Camp Lincoln.—An cxcurwith the Sioux, near Yellow Medicine. About
•10 Indians were killed and many wounded.
“on train from Bethel and the tow'us this side
Our loss i> five killed and thirty-four wounded.
of that place, on the Grand Trunk Bail
way,
The Indians fell hack towards Saginparle,Col.
arrived here about half past nine o’clock SatSibley following.
John Pope, Maj. General.
urday morning. The train contained about
(Signed.)
000 persons, who made a visit to
By Chap. 1U3, Sect. 24th of the Acts of
Camp Linthe 37th
it is provided that no
coln and spent mostof the day there,
returning instrumentCongress,
on paper be
issued prior to the
home at 5 o’clock, I’. M.
1st of January 1803, without being stamped shall be deamed invalid. On that account
Personal.—Col. Beal, of the 10th Maine
suits for the recovery of penalty ran only be
passed through the city oil Friday, on his way
instituted by collectors; hence, if the stamps
to his home in Norway. Col. B. received a
are not ready by the first of October no injury
very ugly wouud in the legs from a piece of or loss will result to the people. It is expected however that stamps for leading purposes
lead pipe which was fired by the rebels. It
will lx; ready by Wednesday or s(xm after,
■truck his sword knot and crowded it through
and the use of stomps will lx; required wheneone of his legs, fortunately without
breaking ver the department is prepared to furnish
them.
any of the bones. He is gradually recovering
A special to the nerald, dated Cincinnati,
from the effects of Uis wounds, and hopes soon
28th, says a laxly of 1500 rebel cavalry last
to be able to take the field again. Lieut. Col.
night dashed into Augusta, Ky., a town on the
Ohio river, about 40 miles east of this city,
Fillebrown was injured by a kick from the
drove a small force of Irregulars under Colonel
horse of Col. Beal, alter the animal had been
Kudfnrd, cleared out the citizens and burned
wounded.
the town. Our gunboats in the river could
effect but little in its defence. The inhabitants
Garden Thieves.—The gardens in the
and troops escaped into this State. We have
upper part of the city, especially those where
no details.
tlie proprieters have at great pains and exCol. Wm. B. Polk of Tcnn.. passed through
here to-night, on route to Washington, with
pense raised choice fruit, have been robbed
import;: .; dispatches from Gov. Johnson to
frequently of late. Friday night one of these President
Lincoln.
Their nature has not
was
visited
some
gardens
by
scamps, who rolltranspired.
bed a “Flemish beauty” pear tree of ail its

fruit.

The attention of our police is invited
to these nl underbids. In the meantime we
advise the owner* of these

gardens to have a
revolver, loaded with shot, ready, and to give
the scamps a taste of it when they make their
appearance.

FEDERAL LOSSES AT ANTIETAM.
Rumored Amputation of Jackson's Arm.

goes home soon.
The Winona made her w ay through an intricate passage and succeeded In getting into
a position to enable her to tire over the canal
with effect at the enemy’s gunboats, one of
which she was able to hit with three eleven
inch shells, which rendered the rebel unmanageable, and prevented her from steaming up
the harbor.
Fort Morgan opened a heavy tire on the Mrinona, and compelled her to heat a hasty retreat. Site received not much injury from the
shots of the forts, which struck around her
and passed over her to the distance of half a
mile, showing that her distance from their
position could not be less than three miles and
a half.
.Such brilliant recounoisances frequently performed would soon batter to pieces the
enemy’s fine fleet, and render it a more easy
undertaking lor Admiral Farragut's squadron
wlien operations arc commenced against
Mobile.

Gen. Scolfield to Assume the Offensive.

Appearance

20.
A portion of the rebel army, under Hindman and Itains, is now at Granby Mines, Newton Co., near the State line.
uwiih

her dow t, and the wheel of the vehicle passed over me o( her legs. She was
severely but not dangerously injured; no bones
were

broken.

Children should not venture off

the sidewalks. We have often wondered that
such accidents as the above do not more fre-

quently

occur,

children,

so

legs

of

a

Look

especially when we have seen
daring as to run almost under the

horse.
cpon the

Bbigut Side.—Rev. Dr.

Cleaveland, of Lowell, Mass., late Chaplain at
lihip Island, preached a sertnou at State Street
Church, Sabbath morning, from a text taken
from the loth chapter of Proverbs, 15th verse:
“He that it of a merry heart hath a continual
featt.”
From this text he made three
points: 1st,
We should always look upon the bright side of
of every thing: 2d, Is there a bright side to
every thing: 3d, Why should we look upon
the bright side of every
thing. These ]>oints
the Doctor illustrated and enforced in an earnest and Interesting
manner, and attracted the

strictest attention of his audieuce.
Addkkbs upon the War.—Last evening,
in State Street Church, Rev. Dr. Cleaveland,
late Chaplain of one of the regiments at Ship

Island, gave a history of his experience in that
position, and related many incidents that came
under his observation. Dr. Cleavclaud is a
brother of the late Professor Cleaveland of

Bowdoin College. Although upwards of 02
years of age, at the request of Gcu. Butler, lie
accepted the Chaplaincy of a Massachusetts
regiment, and sailed for Ship Island last Decemlier.

He said that he was
in his

appointed
fold

situation,

agreeably

for he

dis-

found four

to the officers and soldiers
than he had exuected. Although he found
more

access

comparatively

few

professors

of

religion, yet

there were hosts of men to whom his heart
warmed, and to whom he endeavored to do all
the good in his power.
Dr. C. related some incidents in relation to
tile profanity among the officers, and his at-

teinps to check it; of their arrival at Kev
West and Ship Island. The latter, lie sam,
was

not

an

unhealthy, though

it was

a

dreary

place.
In 1821 a hurricane swept over the island
the houses, which had been built for

burying

summer

where

a

resorts, with sand.
month before

there were

On the

island,
soul,

there was not a

14,000

persons while the Doctor
lie gave an
interesting account of
the religious services, the funerals, the hospital labors, and the Cliaplains' prayer
was

there,

meetings,

paying a merited compliment to Kev. Mr. Colby, Chaplain of the regiment of Col. Shepley.
Tile account of his experience at New Orleans was interesting. He spoke in high tones
of Gens. Dow and Shepley, as well as Gen.
Butler. He stated that he hail seen
enough
with his own eyes, and heard enough with his
own ears, in New Orleans, to
Justify the edict
of Gen. Butler against the female secessionists
In that city. Why the women are so rabid,
said Dr. C., is, that they have been
brought up
and prospered under the institution of
slavery,
and if the North triumpiis they fear the institution falls.

The address of Dr. C.

was near two hours
and was listened to with great attention. We regret that our limited
space
does not permit us to
give a more full abstract
of it. On the
emancipation proclamation of
the President, Dr. C. said the ultimate effects

In

length,

of it would tie good, for God
about, and under all

approved

of it.

had brought it
circumstances, lie, Dr. C.,
if there is any
foreign inter-

vention now, it must lie

ground.

on

a

pro-slavery

><a

man ii

|>i' |"II III^

a^uiu^k

them, as his army is In excellent condition,and
composed of tlie best troops in tlie State.—

There is every reason to believe that he will be
successful if they wait an attack. If they retreat they will ls> driven out of the State, and
the position probably occupied by our troops,
who will prevent another inroad.
The latest advices from tlie rebel army state
them to lie a most motley crowd of warriors.
Some of them are well armed, but the most of
them have such weapons as could lie gathered
through Arkansas. Their number is about

12.IKX).

(leu. Scolfleld, at his own request, has been
relieved from bis district command, aud now
commands tlie army of Missouri in the Held.
FROM WASHINGTON.
Serenade to General

Wadsworth.

Washington, September

27.

Gen. Wadsworth was serenaded this evein honor of his nomination as Governor
of the State of New York by the Republicans.
He said, among other things, we must east out
the evil ol slavery which lias disgraced us
from the hour of our national birth.
Gov. Blair made a speech, and said if his
advice was followed, tin1 Government would
send to France for a guillotine to chop off the
heads of all incompetent leaders and cowards,
until we find men with the right stuff in them.
He wanted to see the traitors crushed aud destroyed. They were not entitled to mercy.
Ahrabaui Lincoln, God bless him, by issuing a
proclamation to emancipate slaves has struck
at the root of all the mischief that has arisen.
The infernal devil must lie taken by the throat,
ami when it is strangled we are free forever.
W e anticipate tlie most beneficial results Irtcn
tlie proclamation.
Ex-Gov. Boutwell spoke in complimentary
terms of Gen. Wadsworth, and said that in
the proclamation of President Linsupporting
coln the principles of freedom were not bound
by color or race.

ning

Eepcdition

at

Poiichatula.

Kcroiinoisunccx by 1'iiiou Troops.
Death of Capt. Thornton of the 12th Maine.

Capture of

Cannon.

a

named

kflocking

the Rebel Army.

Springfield, Mo., Sept.

The

Accident.—A child about ten years of age,

Ragan, was run over on Oak Street,
Saturday noon. As a carriage was passing,
■he, in sport, jumped towards it, and jum|ied
so near that the foot of the horse struck
her,

ol

Bai.timokk, Sept. 28.
The American's special from Mharpsburg,
says our loss in killed aiiyl wounded ill the
battle ot Antietam, will come fully up to ten
immssmi.

incomuu

ngures

in

two

corps,
Sumner’s and Hooker's,are as follows: .Sumner's corps—officers, killed 41, wounded 89;
enlisted men killed 819; wounded 3,708; missHooker’s
ing 458; total for the corps .>,200.
corps—Doubleday’s division,killed 93; wounded Oft.
Kickett’s division, killed 152; wounded 898; missing 137. Meade's division, Pennsylvania reserves, killed '97, wounded 449;
Total for the corps, 2,(119. (Jen.
missing 23.
Burnside's loss in killed and wounded will lie
about 1,(509.
The total loss in these three army corps is therefore 8,428. The loss in (Jen.
Franklin’s and (Jen. Banks’corps, now commanded by Gen. Williams, will bring the casualties fully up to the total stated,
although
there may lie considerable reduction in the
number of missing.
Gen. Griffin, whose brigade pickets the river
at Blackburn and Reynold's Ford
op|sisite
.Shepardstowu, keeps strict watch over the
rebels, and is active in reconnoitering the
country along the Virginia side of the Potomac.
On Friday morning a battalion of cavalry
crossed, ami soon afterwards sent hack as a
prisoner a rebel cavalry officer whom they
captured at Shepardstowu. Soon after a boy
appeared on the opposite bank shouting to our
pickets not to tire. He came over and said he
bad enlisted with the rebels at Frederick, but
becoming disgusted with the service desired to
come home.
The rebels he reported to lie in
strong force ten miles back from the river, lie
also said that Jackson had had his arm
amputated iu consequence of a wound received at

Autietam.

These stories of rebel deserters are however,
notoriously unreliable.
On Thursday at noon, Gen. Griffin in person,
with the 9th Mass, and the 1st District of Columbia regiments, crossed the river. They
threw out skirmishers and advanced
up the
hill, and proceeding cautiously passed into the
woods. Shortly afterwards they sent back a
piece of artillery and an artillery forge which
the rebels had left behind. They remained
out during the afternoon, but as there was no
firing, it is presumed they did not find the rebels iu force.
Union boats fired upon by Guerillas.

New Yoiik, Sept. 28.
A letter from New Orleans says that the ex-

pedition to the town of Poiichatula, comprising Co. 1 of 2titli Massachusetts, Co's. 1 and F,

Maine, and Co's B and C of 13th Connecticut, under Maj. Strong, had returned.—
They succeeded in driving the lebels out of
12th

*

I'livurtwiuirt,

uui

tucj

Kiuu

rcuuiicti

null re-

inforcemcuts and drove our troops out. Our
loss in killed, wounded and missing was about
forty, including among the latter Capt. Thomson, 12th Maine, and Surgeon Avery and Lieut.
Chase of the 12th Maine were wounded. Our
troo]>s captured the retiel post ottiee and contents ; also the swords and trappings of the
rebel Col. Jeff. Thompson, presented to him

by the rebels of Memphis.
Gen. Sherman lias arrived at New Orleans
to take the place of Gen. Phelps.
From California.

San Francisco, Sept. 26.
Steamer Sonora, from Panama, has arrived.
Lieut. Mullin arrived yesterday from Oregon, en route for Washington. During the
past five years he lias been engaged in locating and constructing a military road from the
Wallen Valley, Washington Territorry, to
Fort Benton, at the head of navigation of the
Missouri river. The work is dually completed.
Considerable emigration has reached Washington Territory by that route this year. Large
tracts of land,besides mineral regions containing gold, copper, lead and iron, were found on
the line of the road.
San Francisco, Sept. 27.
The new Grace church, erected at a cost of
fcSo.ooo, opens for worship to-morrow.
Two companies of cavalry have lieen stationed on the Humboldt river, to protect emigrants en route Irom depredations by the
Bannocks, Shoshones and Snake Indians.
There are plenty of troops between Carson
Valley and Salt Lake to protect that portion
of the overland route.
There is no danger antieipated provided the
proper disposit ion is made of them.
Louisville Items.

Louisville, Sept. 28.
Some alarm ensued this afternoon from arraetiee
in
our
suburbs, which subsided
tillery i
on learning the cause of the tiring.
The dealers iu anny goods had quite a harvest to-day, disposing of almost everything
available for army purposes at quite an ad-

Saturday's prices.
military officers of the Southern Confederacy rigidly enforce the conscription ail
around Lexington and other points occupied
by the rebels.
u..._U-1
vance on

The Town of Prentiss Burned.

The

Helena, Ark., Sept. 27.
Recently an expedition consisting of transand
Satan
ports
Alhamora, and the ram Queen
of the West, carrying about 350 troops and
several pieces of artillery, left Oldtown and
sailed down the river as far as Union,40 miles
below the mouth of the Arkansas river.
the expedition descended the river it

As
was

fired into by guerillas,at Prentiss, a town on
the Mississippi shore, opposite
and
Island No. 70, killlugat the latter place four of

Napoleon

Aiir

m.kii

'P»w.

»v......

I...II

..1

.1.1.

the shore, but witli what damage is uot known.
On their return trip a large force of guerillas. numbering from l.'AH) to gout), under Gen.
Villipigne, at Prentiss, occupied the shores,
and open, d a brisk cannonade oil the boats,
accompanied by volleys of musketry. The
boats returned the compliment with shot and
shells, killing 27 of the rebels and driving
them back into the country, in the direction of
Bolivar, alter which a part of our forces disembarked and burned the town. The boats
were completely riddled by musket bails, and
two 0-pouuder cannon shot
passed entirely
through the cabin of the Alhambra. Our
loss was seven killed and several wounded.
Court Martial of Gen. M c Kins try.
St. Louis, Sept. 27.
The court martial for the trial of Gen. McKinstry met to-day, according to the order of
adjournment, and the members were sworn in.
The chragea and specifications against Gen.
McKinstry were read. There was but one
charge, and that was for neglect and violation
of duty, the specifications of which are over
fifty in number. They are to the effect that
Gen. MeK. purchased M files' horses and army
supplies from certain contractors at exorbitant
prices, while other parties offered to furnish
tile same at the market value, and that Gen.
McKinstry then purchased the same supplies
from contractors at exorbitant prices. Alter
reading the specification, Gen. McK. stated
that he wanted witnesses in his behalf summoned, among others Maj. Gen. Fremont, to
show that as far as the specifications were concerned he acted uuder orders.

..l..

were seen on

r.Aa

...

the road from Danville to Lexto be empty and going in

ington, supposed

that direction for su PPUes.
The pontoon bridge connecting Louisville
and Jeffersonville was completed yesterday.
A skirmish occurred at Middletown to-day
between a Federal cavalry regiment and some
rebel troops. One rebel was killed and the
balance routed.
From Tennessee.
Mem imus. Sept. 24.
The steamer Eugene, from Cairo for Memphis, was hailed yesterday at Randolph. Upon
landing, the clerk, who went ashore, was immediately seized by guerillas, who had been
previously concealed. The steamer immediately backed into the river, when the rebels
opened fire on her. None were hurt The
Eugene, on her return trip to-night, takes up
a company of soldiers to
destroy the place.
From New Orleans.
New York, Sept. 27.
The steamer Matanzas, from New Orleans
dates
to
the
with
20th, has arrived. The news
is unimportant.
Judge Walker, late editor of the Delta, has
been released from confinement at Ship Island.
Col. Hamilton, ex-Congressman from Texas,
has made an eloquent speech at a great Union
meeting in New Orleans.
Some rebel officers with a flag of truce 1ms
arrived at New Orleans to consummate negotiations for tlie exchange of prisoners.
Cumberland Valley Railroad Accident.
Carlisle, Pa., Sept. 28.
The Cumberland Valley Railroad Co. is not
accountable for the accident which occurred
on F'riday last, the road
having been in the
custody ami under the absolute control ot the
government since the 21st inst. No officer of
the company has had any participation in the
movement or direction of trains since that

date.

Arrival of the Anglo Saxon off Cape Rare.

fell into

Cape Race, Sept. 27.
The steamship Anglo Saxon from Liverpool
Sept. 18th and Queenstown 19th,for Quebec,arrived off tliis point at :J o’clock this
morning.

She

FOR SALE & TO LET.
wants a rood tenement for a «mall
"™“y» williin live to ciglit minute* walk of the
l’o*t Office. Kent not to exceed fc200.
Inquire at
thi* office.
Portland, .Sept. 23.
dlw

The steamship Hibernian, from Quebec, arLiverpool on the ltitli, and the City of
Washington, from New York, on the 17th.
The U. S. steamer Tuscarora was at Cadiz.
rived at

The stirring news brought by the
Europa
anil subsequent steamers was the theme of
universal comment. It Wits regarded its most
disastrous for the North, but the valor of the
:

1

TIIE

loon

mu

a Min

I

The roof of a two-story building in
Rockland, was destroyed by fire on Sunday
night week, but the body of the building was

decidedly

South, and is

adopt a

siapofavors tlie recognition of the
anxious that England should

similar course.

claim

recognition

from the

European

is

attracts more anti more attention, but
practical men express little faith in them.
The great exhibition will close on the 1st of
It is

reported that three of tlie finest steamClyde, tin; Troona, Giraffe anil Clyderdale, have been sold to the Confederates.
The Liverpool Telegraph
says besides the
commissions committed to other ship builders
by tlie Confederates, which are being forwarded with all possible dispatch, a
large iron
plated ram is being constructed in the Mercy,
without any attempt at concealment. It will
lie of the most formidable
description, aud will
attempt to run the blockade off Charleston.
The. same journal says that a vessel is
lying
at Liverpool with a
cargo of iron plates,
destined for plating southern vessels.

frequently

The latest accounts represent Garibaldi’s
health its rather worse.

Of early impurtatiun,

ing.

large additions

made

IVew and
—

I IVFlfPiml

I'lmricittv
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iilt'p

English Pickle*

Are

32-.
29s.

Linseed oil firm at 43*.
Rosin linn; common
Spirits Turin mine no sales.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Friday PM-Consols closed at 93] « 93) for money,
The bullion in
the Bank of Euglaud has decreased X247.0UU.

New York Market.
New York, September 27.
Cotton lower and irregular; sales 5U0 bales at 66 a}
6G for middling
upland*.
Flour—salt's 15,o00 bbls; State and Western a shade
firmer; superfine State 5 10 (a 5 30: Extra State 5 40
«5 0n; Round Hoop Ohio 6 86 :«t&96; Superfine
VSestern 5 10 « 5 80; Common to good Extra Western 5 50 « 5 80; Southern a shade firmer ; Mixed to
75: Fancy and Extra 6 26 d)7 76; < anada

I»od6
nm*r; Extra 6 oO
Wheat 1
2c

6 75.
higher; salt's 260,900 bu h. C hicago
spring SI 14 ^ 1 20; Milwaukee club SI 17 (a 1 22;
amber Iowa 91 22 jef 1 24, latter price for choice; red
Illinois 91 22 a 1 26.
Corn a shade firmer; mixed Western 60 m 61) for
shipping; 55 « 69 for eastern: 44 a 53 for heated do.
Oats—firm; sales Jersey aud Northern and Western at 56 n 62.
Beef—dull; country mess 8 00 (u 10 76; prime 6 ft)
(ft 7 00; re-packed Chicago 12 UU a. 13 76; prime iness
20 uo « 22 00.
Pork—heavy and lower; mess 11 40 ® 1160; Vprime
11 00 all 26
Sugars active aud firm; New Orleans at 8)
91;
Muscovado at 8 .a 9).
Coffee-^firm.
Molasses—firm; Porto Rico at 44.

earnestly

F/XK

FIXE

Wool—quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—lower; (lour 2a 6d
grain lo] .a ll)d iu bulk and ships’ bags.

\a

2s 7)d;

Stock Market.
New York. Sept. 27.
Second Board.—Stocks active and higher; Chicago k Rock Island 74J; Chicago, Burlington k ouinNew York Central 99; Cleveland k Toledo
cy 93];
75: Galena & Chicago 78; Illinois Central scrip 72{;
Michigan Southern guaranteetl 70’; Erie46j; Htld*on68]; liarlemlSj; Reading 67]; Michigan Central 7tfo Pacific Mail 117); American Gold
121);
United State* Demand Notes 117); United States Coupon 6’s of 1881, 101).

of

says:
As we hailed the former emancipation message of the President, as we rejoiced at the
abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and the passage of the confiscation act. so
now we are grateful for this Proclamation from
Mr. Lincoln. Step by step are we advanciug:
the Preside!)Uslow perhaps, but right minded,
steadily making progress, and planting his feet,
with no thought of retrogression.

Terms of Peace.—The New York Commercial
tive

Advertiser, one
republican journals

ing the

of the most conservaof that city, discuss-

terms of future peace with

the rebel-

lious states,' says:
We have said that a peace must be conquered. It may be so conquered either by physical overwhelming in the Held—the display and
use of large resources and more uieu—or
by
the overcoming of the prejudice and passion
which in&ugurated the war and which tints
far prevent any solution of our ditlieulties.
There is but one course open, and that is to
go on resolutely, and to prosecute this war
with an energy and an activity which assume
that it can only terminate by the utter annihilation of the rebel army, and the destruction
of all its resources, in the progress of accomplishing this, we may prepare to receive propositious of peace. It will hardly do to negotiate with rebels in arms, and least of all while
they deem themselves the strongest.

tW Mr. Joseph Merritt of Saco,

was

rob-

wallett, containing $125, Saturday
morning, in Boston, by three fellows whom he
had employed to show him the way to Combed of his

mercial street.

lie took out his walllet to pay

them, when they snatched it ami made oil1.

‘Sustain the President.’

their meaning
when his

was:

It would appear that

‘Sustain the President

course squares with our own notions.
But if lie differ from us, turn him the cold
shoulder or give him a nominal ‘half couti-

denec.’

REMO VAL
The *ub*criber having removed hi* stock of

—

MANUFACTORY,

DEAL1CR8 IN

CHOICE FAMILY
rnui

ANI»

A

JOI1V PI'RIVTOV,

SON,

Ss. 183 Fore Street, Portland.
IWpa constantly on hsml s general assortment ol
prim*1

FAMILY

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EASTPORT, CALAIS

Change of the Days of Sailing.

Styles

THE steamer “Near Brunswick,”
‘apt. E. B. Winchester. and Steamer
England.” Capt. E. Field, will
leave for Kaatport and St. John every Monday and
Thursday, (instead of Tuesday and Friday a* heretofore). commencing Oct. 2d.
The Steamer “New Brunswick" will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot State Street, every Monday at 6 1*. M.
Returning, leave*St. John every Thanuiay at 8 A. M.
Steamer “New England" will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot State Street, every Thursday at 6 F. M.
Returning, leaves St. Johu every Monday at 8 A. M.
IT" Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
F. M. on the day of nailing.
Through tickets are sola By this line, connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches' for Markins, and with
steamer Queen for Robbinston, Calais, St. Stephens
and St. Andrews, and at the latter place over railway for <Vti*/rr6urjr; Woodstock and Jkmlton,
which is the cheapest and most expedition# way of
reaching the Aroostook County.
Wo also ticket through per steamer* and railways
for Windsor, Halifax. layby, Cruderictim, Sussex,
Moncton. Skediac, Prince fit wards Island, Piet on.
Earth Shore of Sew Brunswick, JJirimichi, and
Bay de ('Saleur.
dtf
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Sept. 24. 1SG2.
dWP*

FOR

WITH

THE-

PATENT ELASTIC CUSHION,

The Famous

“Artillery Pipe,”

-sow oritx-

AT

-The best pipe in the market-

FOR THE
—

FOR BALE BY

neplO—4w

—

TODD’S LUX SOLIS

ROBINSON,

A.

*ep24—2w

No. 61

Exchange

HAIR

Street.

ATTENTION!

There

Crack
25 h

few

a

more men

to

Company F,

Regiment, Capt. CHASE. They will

Api lication can be made at
Camp Abraham Lincoln.
Sept. 22, tf

the

Action

Captain's quarters

1,

House, Cushing’s Island.

JLL

Paul*,

Ladies’

Habits, &c.,

Collector of lit

Portland, August 6, 1862.

\V7TLL

tug

dlv

International Bank.

TIIE

“A Beau
•ent under
postpaid,

By

A

AND

Old Frames
RENEWED by

Governor and Comma tider-hi>
DANIEL ELLIOT,

sep23dlw

Aide-dc-Camp.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership existing between Joseph Dnn-

liell and William S.
THE
William S.

Re-Gill,
MORRISON It CO.

order of the

Chief,
Sept. 22, 1862.

mutual
1

under the tirni of
& Co., is this day dissolved by
Jos. Dl NNELL,
W. S. BRADBURY.
1862.
sop23d3w

Bradbury

cousent.

Buxton, Sept. 20,

Bradbury,

aled

Envelope.

Is

on

Ssfepen,”
plain envelope, to any address,

T baa sands sf

seal, in

a

receipt

of six

cents, or

two

postage

IsAmdAw

June 28.

RARE C HAACE.

A

wick.

Fruit Cans.
GOOD ASSORTMENT of Emit <ain, both
Glass and Tin, fer sale at Manufacturers’ Prices,
By KENDALL k WHITNEY,
Old City Hall, Portland.
d2mU
July 29. 1862.

st

stamps. l»y Dr. C1I. J. C. KLINE. 137 Bowkrt, Nrw
York, Fost OrncK, Box, 4686.

WANTED

Square.

a

LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CURE of Spermatorrhea or
Seminal Weakness. Involuntary Emissions, Sexual
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally,
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits; Meutal and l'hvsical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac.—By RoB'T J CULVERWELL.M. D.,
Author of the (.klkn Book, Ac.,

IMMEDIATELY, Six or more Yolun*
teer Surgrou* for Hospital service at or near
D.
C. Apply to Hon. W W. Thomas, j
Washington.
Mayor, at Portland, and to the subscriber at ltruus-

MOU1USOX CO.,

in

A

Surgeon* Wanted.

made and finished to
Market

DiKburtiiiK OiHeer,

THE

nrices, in quantities to suit the

Ship Mouldings

published,

PRICK §IK CKSTH.

enseo Bank.

and

Dow's. No. 2 Cotton Street,

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!

Annual Meeting of the Stock holder* of this
Bank, for the choice of Directors and for the
transaction of other business, will
held at their
Hanking House, on Monday, the 6th day of October
next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
Per order,
E P. CtERRlSII, Cashier.
toctG
Sept. 18. 1862.

--

lowest cash

ami

DAYS.

■epld—lwr

he found in II. N. Jose's building, Lime
fi
Street, adjoining the Po«t Office.
SAM’L DANA, Cant. 17th Inf,
Mustering ana Disbursing Officer.
1862.
dtf
l»th,
Sept.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
International Hank will be held at their Hank*
ing House, on Monday, Oct. ti ll, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
for the choice of Directors and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
them.
By order of the Directors,
WILLIAM E. GOLLD. C ashler.
Portland, Sept. 19, 18ti2.
*«p20—eodtd

Gill, Rosewood, Black Walnut
Oak ntouldiiiKM*

Call and see, at Mrs.

Just

____

IV THIRTY

la

This is No Humbue.

sept23toct3

Olflee of liie i niloi Malt's Husleb

expend a chance

who has #100 to

man

any
to make
TOgiven

NAT1PL J. MILLER,
Collection District In the State of

A. D. REEVES,
Tailor,
98 EX til A NOE STREET,

easy fitting and genteel hat try ths

au

*cpl5—6w

licenses will tin«l a Deputy
office, in the C ity
purpose
granting them.

Maine.

Street.

A Rare Cliamoo I

requiring
Collector
tin* Assessor’s
PERSONS
for the
of

Building,

SHAW’S,

Midille

AMIDON HAT.

Licenses.

Cut, made and trimmed by

ATtrade.
order

If you waut

x:H>4)

at

CAPS.

leading styles for Fall
now open

AT
130

sept!6tf

Vests Jackets

Riding

wear

No. 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street.

0T TICKETS 12] CENTS EACH WAY.
auglltf

&

All the

TODDS HAIll-DRESSING ROOMS,

ON and after Monday, August 4th,
the Steamer TITK will leave tirand
Wharf 6. 8 audio A.
3, 5 and 7 1*. M. Returning, leave the
9 and 11] A. M ; and 2, 4 and 9 P. M.

<41 Coats,

HATH

It contains

putting

•W^R^Trunk Dejiot
t>],

every person who has used it.

all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dvr, and there is but
oue kind to be used, and that can be put ou the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unliko all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after
it o*u. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
kuow you will use no other after oucc using this.
1ST For sale ouly at

-TO THIS-

M.; and
Island at

to

no injurious ingrodicuts. and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very
simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's l.ux Sofia Hair Dve over

receive the

I'EKKV FROM PORTLAND

Ottawa

DYE!

mnE market has been flooded for years with differX eut article* called Hair Dyes, w hich have never
satisfied the expectation* of purchaser*.
The kk
PLUS ultra has hern i• ucln «l at hud in TiiDD S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satis-

en-

CITY BOUNTY OF $75.00
at

PERRY’S,
No. 151 Middle Street.

SOLEIERj

JOHN, FALL

A St.

ARRANGEMENT.

GENTLEMEN'S DRESS HATS,
THAT’S SO!

GROCERIES,

at Wholesale and Retail. Ilia old friend* and customers are invited to give him a call.
[ang30 8m

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
they

I

PRODUCE,

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

Which
have just added, to their former well selected stock.
trouble to show goods: call and see before
purchasing elsewhere.
Aug. 29th, 1862.
dtf

Kail

COUNTRY
*>p5—8m

recently

A. B. BUTLER.

0R0CEHIE8,

iniuxs. fruit, vegetables,

29* Congress Street, Port land, He.

And taken the store
occupied by him, would
invite the attention of Mr. Gnwell’s former customers, as well as their owu friends and the public, to the

1

—

J. R. DURAN.

LOVELL

satislfcctory prices.

—

JOHNSON * ClIFiNERT,

MIDDLE STREET.

Having pnrchased the stock of
B. GO WELL,

Also, 7ancy Woolen Goods, Sontags, Hoods, Sleeves,
Gaiters, Wool Yarns, Nets, Dross lluttons, ltuffles,
Kdgings, kc., kc.

on

H. WARREN LANCET.
Portland. Sept. V).
dft w4wl4

162 MIDDLE 8T., PORTLAND.

FLANNELS IN VARIETY,

store

notifies hi* friend* and patron*, and
with thank* for past favor* would hereby solicit their
further patronage.

RETAIL_
Dry G-oocls Store,

Glove*,

new

Respectfully

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above arat this establishment, comfor a traveling onttit.

C.

To his

LIME STREET, NEAR THE POST OFFICE,

WHOLESALE AMD

FANCY GOODS IN VARIETY,

by

ZW*“ The Journal very pertinently says
“we are now likely to know what some have
meant by their eager and oft-repeated cry,

We respectfttllv Invite a share of public
patronage,
and promise.to give entire satisfkctiou to those who
pnrcnone of u*.
Sept. 11, 1802.
eodOw

seplOdtf

ticles
may be found
prising everv description
d6m
July 80, 1862.

tillaa.

offer at

tV 1000 dog. Eggs wanted Immediately.

Carpet-Bags,

H.

BUTTER,

be found in the market; also,

Poultry, Vegetables, Eggs, Ac.

to

public pat-

SHAWLS,

GROCERIES,

CHOICEST

Trunks !
VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

A

a

as

Trunks !

No. 105

Street,
intend to keen
every kind or

Teas, Coffis-s, Sugars, Spices, 1-lckle*, ke..
Hating made arrangement* with some or oar best
dairies, we also Intend to keep supplied with the

AT LORING’S DRUG STORE,
Exchange & Federal Si*., Portland.

DURAN'S

Congress

FAMILY
Such

Cor.

Skirt,, French Coraeta, Searfa and Man-

Kid Glove*, Hosiery and

30(1

HAVE

Snjrar.
JOHN LYNCH It CO.

Near City Buildiug.

B. Hal),
Sec’v of state.

taken store as above, and
fresh and prime assortment of

PIPES, IIO.YDOTA PIPES. Ill; Alls, ClflAR
MATCHES, TOBACCO MIXES I \ !> RCBIIEK
AX II KILLICK1XICK
POUCHES.
SMOKIXI1 TOBACCO,

! Choice Cotton and Wool DeL&inei,

we

No.

.upply yourselves with
MEEttSCHACM PIPES, llltim-WOOD

AMERICAN PRISTS,

is an opportunity for
list in the

C3T"The New’ Bedford Mercury, one of the
most rationaly conservative of our
exchanges,

hereby Invited

Joseph

Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

E. «. PE.WELL A CO.
S^°ned

To the Officer* and Soldiers at
Camp Abraham Lincoln:
are

"

Family Groceries.

To

WOOL DKLAIXF.fi. TH l/IK TS.

All of which

100 boxes II. B.
For .ale by

Hon.

sepapdkwlttf

i HHDS. Cardenas Molasses,
2“If
tfVf 200 do. Muscavado do.

a

to

and Satire*.

Molasses and Sngar.

Cnsluicm, Choice Dress Goods,

Balmoral

Morrill,
L'. 8. Senate,
Hon. James
Blaine,

-AMD-

FINE WOOL LONG & SQUARE
1

Hon. Lot M.

WEEKS k CO.

2(H),000 Hem;,LkTO.Wed-

examination of

an

SETH E. BEEDV,
***
(Office No. 9 Slate House.)

100.000 feet ronjrh-edged Hemlock Fence Hoard., at
•4 per M feet. For .ale bv
J. 11. HAMLF.N,
augl5d&wtoctl4
llobson'. Wharf.

OOODS,
invited to

M. Haven.

Lumber.

WINTER WEAR,

I) BY

Pensions
or children of Officer* and 8oldk-r* who have died while in tlje service of the
United State*.
Prise Money, Pension*. Bounty and Back Pay collected for .Seamen and their heir*.
each Pc union obtained, Five Dollar*.
All Claim* against the Government will receive
attention.
prompt
Poet Office address

A

JeS3—3m

or

United Staten, ia the line of duty.

Procured for widow*

PRIME Assortment, for sale bv
J. F. WEEKS k CO.
sept9—3w

Ladies and all persons purchasing

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET— Ashes, pots

of the

bark N.

Pension*,

rs

anruKEitem:

J. F.

NEW 1MVY GOODS.

ea-k.

Invalid

for Offie,
and Soldiers, wounded
Ijj.Ul.lislMMi
disabled
by sickness contracted while in the service

DANA k CO.

TUBS Prime, for sale by

**
2R

LIVERPOOL BREAD8TUFF8 MARKET.—The

authorities quote Beef inactive, with a downward
tendency in prices. Pork flat. Bacon quiet but
stead v.

or

Vermont Butter.

—

respectfully solicits a share
ronage.
scp25isd&w4w

market is steady and generally
Wakeunchanged
field, Nash ft Co. report Floor quiet hut steady.—
Wheat steady; rid western 9» a. Ills lod: red southern 9s a. Ida lOd; wldte western 11s ti 12s.
Corn
firm: mixed 29s.

Cargo

..

Block,

He most

American.

u

a superior article for retailbv
JOHN D. I.OKI).
*3w
No. 1 Union Wharf.

1800 hhds. Caglian.
1200 hhds. Trapani.
3900 sacks Liverpool.
*'P*M3w

of

ADAPTED TO

'* prepared to obtain from the
T'!K
.l!,ed.P,*,2? Government,
SlOOUounty Money,
h^the L*rsr* of omc'■r, Soldier* dying

SALT,
and in Store.
AFLOAT
1600 hhds. Turk's Island,

Palm,

Desirable Goods,

FALL AND

AGENCY!

Bounty Money, Back Pay,

For «Ue

Portland, Sept. 19.

TEMPLE STREET.

Having

SIOO

HHDS. Muscovado Molasses,

150

GOODS,

No. 1 Codman

Commercial.

examine

seplfieodbw

St.

Muscovado Molasses.

BEtiS

[I’er Anglo Saxon off t ape Race.]
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET.—Tlie Brokers’
Circular reports the sales of the week at 24,000 bales,
including 12.000 to speculators ami 4,000 to exporters.
The market lias been irregular and
prices are
loser.
There is a decline of jd on American, id on
Surats, and 2d on tin- other descriptions. The sales
to-day, Friday, are estimated at 2.000 bah-s. The
market closed quiet at the decline abore uoted. The
following are the authorised quotations: New Orleans fair itld; middling 26]; Mobile Ikir291; middling 20; l plands fair29; middling 26. The stock in
port is estimated at 91.800 hales, of which 16,000 are

Exchange

GEORGE S. HUNT,
corner Lon- Wharf and Commercial street.
aepttW—d3w.

leave to inform the pnhlic that he haa removed hie place of buriucaa to the new, spacioua
ami well lighted Store*,

_

No. 27

and Substantial

Goods than he has in store.
vr The public are invited to call and

And Pensions.

Yon

I>RY

Elegant, Fashionable

ORA HHDS Muscovado Molasses,
90 do Clayed
early importation. For sale bv

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

is 25 1-2.
(Latest by Telegraph to Londonderry ]
Political news unimportant.
The rumors of a recognition of tlie Southern
Confederacy do not gain ground.

Pantaloons and Tests.
“"y years’ experience in
lie claims that the market does notmsking selections,
afford more

=

IX

The French mail steamer has arrived at
but Hio Janeiro dates are not given.
Coffee is quoted at 7000 for good. Exchange

for

Dress and Frock Coats,

MERCHANDISE.

Dealer

BRAZIL.

Lisbon,

dtf

threatened to do.

Retail

superior fabrics

WAR CLAIM

EDWIN A. HIARKETT,

ITALY.

lo 1^*1.

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,

Sept. 15,1862.

KEMOVAL.

FRANCE.

are

Great Coats, Paletots,

THE

DRY GOODS.

Tlie Homan question continues uppermost
in France, hut there is
nothing that indicates
any movement.

Among these

JAMES FLKB1SII.

To Let.

suspended.

he has

-or-

THE MOST RECENT IMPORTATIONS.

to

tf

LATEST STALES

66

commodious f handier in (lie
northerly corner of the new brick block, corner of Lime and
Milk Street., directly facing tin- market. Kent low.
Enquire at office of

death snatched him away. Mr.
Jumper died
during the absence of his sons, leaving one
son, fourteen years of age, at home. This
line lad lias to lie closely watched to
prevent
him rnnning off and joining the army, which

the

apply

18C2.

of<i0Od,

■

there were last year seven sons. Five of them
volunteered and enlisted for the war. Tiie
sixth son was alxmt to do tiie same thing,when

November.

THE

Commercial Street, Iliad of llobeon'a Wharf.
Inquire ol' J. II. 1IAM1.EN.
Office on Hobson's Wharf.
wphf

ON

Patiuotic Famii.y.—In the family of the
late Mr. John Jumper ol New Gloucester,

powers.

The question of the substitutes for cotton

ers on

Tiie official paper, the Pine ond

ment.

The London Morning Post points out tlie
grounds on which the confederates may now

ulars

Cooper’s Shop

James Redpatli has resigned tiie office of Ilaytien Commissioner of Emigration in this country, because lie could not induce tiie Hayticn
government to adopt measures which he deemed essential to success in tiie emigration move-

LUUWjpvmunil

Htor'EALLW*KA R,

Free
Street, is to be let, and |*ossession given
immediately. Tbe prndMi may bo examined at any tim«*. For further partic-

August 9th,

I

Meruer lias been ordered to make a conciliatory attempt to put a stop to tin* war.

*•» HI MIDDLE STREET,

Hons* lo Let.

that two days of such lighting fully rescues
saved. Loss $000—insured for $400.
their military character from
reproach, hut
,-y Kind in New Orleans, Aug. 17th, of
that everything except their honoris lost. The I
chronic diarrhoea, John E. Shaw, M. D., of
gallant stand the army made only takes the
Sidney, Me. The deceased was much esteemsting of disgraee out of the overttirow.
ed by the 14th Maine, to which lie
The Daily News admits the severity of the
belonged,
and also by the 15th, of which he was
defeat and the possibility of a still more
acting
bloody
asssistant
He
surgeon.
paid
battle in Maryland.
unremitting attention to his patients, to the last, and died
The Times argues that the Federal Governfully resigned to his fate.
ment is brought to the
verge of ruin, as that
word may be used when the Federal Governjysaid Hon. Lyman Tremain, In the N.
ment is no longer safe in its
Capital. It argues Y. Republican State
that bad as the Federal prospects now
Convention, “No Ameriappear,
can citizen, who has read the
there is no element of better promise in the fuspeech of Horature.
tio Seymour, lias been inclined to
exclaim, ‘I
The Star considers the Northern cause not
must light for my country,’ but it moved at
hopeless, because emancipation of the slaves all
by it, it must be to make war on the very
has not been declared. It
urges the adoption
of the measure.
Government which Jeff Davis is to-day lightThe Herald thinks the North will do well to
ing against.”
consider the expediency of
compromising at
jy* Tiie Providence Journal says that
once.

Rulleirs' Paris correspondent believes Count

merchant tailor,

Cumberland and Parris Streets.
Please call and examine for yourselves.
d8w
Aug. 30.
C. P. KIMBALL.

DWELLING-HOUSE, No.

the year,

of

season

WILLIAM C. BECKETT,

SAI.IT-

FOB

hard work.

|

At this

undersigned offer* for sal*-, ciikap, the Dwell*
ing House, he now occupies, on the corner ot

Society.
Mr. Pearson, formerly a
wealthy merchant ol Hull, England, has failed,
owing $2,000,000, in consequence of losing ships while
running the southern blockade.
jy The Bridgton Reporter gives it as its
experience, that hard smoking and hard courtin;; will tire a fellow out much quicker than

usttalT-

■A. »

rilHE advertiser

a

S. I,. Bnanluian, junior editor of the
Maine Farmer, will deliver an address at lieadOct.
lield,
9th, tl** last day of the Show and
hair of the Kcnueliec Agricultural

boarded by the news yacht of the
Associated Press, and the following summary
of iier news obtained.
The Anglo Saxon was detained off Londonderry by log. She reports splendid weather
during the entire passage.

...X

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tenement Wanted.

stream near Hazard’s Powder Mills
while in a lit, and was drowned.

there,

was

Federal troops was generally admitted.
The Times admits tiial the Federal troops
fought with more than usual courage, and says

convicted in Mew Hav-

‘•common

scold,” under an
The law applies only to females.
jy Moses Griswold,of Hazardville, Conn.,
a

as

old statute.

■Il’DOES CLIFFORD AND WARE PBKHIDIKO

case

woman was

last week

!

—

STOCK

I propose to sell

OF

my

—

MILLINERY

GOODS

Fixtures, for no other reason than that I can
not attend to it, having auother branch of business which requires all my
persona) attention. My
stuck is good and uot large, most of it

AND

Worth more than Cost!
I have as good a run of custom as any establishment in the
and the locality the very beat.—
Terms easy and determine*} to sell
Address Box
2170, Fort laud F. O
«cpt23tf

city,

•

A South Carolina Hog Race.
a

pines, hut were emerging
try,” where some of the finest deciduous trees
—then brown and leafless, but bearing promise of the opening beauty of spring, reared,
along with the unlhding evergreen, their tall
The live oak, the sycamore,
stems in the air.
the Spanish mulberry, the holly, and the persimmon—gaily festooned with wreaths of the
white and yellow jessamine, the woodbine and

the cypress moss, and bearing here and there
of the mistletoe, with Its deep
a bouquet
green and glossy leaves upturned to the sun—
flung their broad arm« over the road, forming
an archway grander and more beautiful than
any the hand of man ever wove for the greatest hero the world has ever worshipped.
The woods were free from underbrush, and
a coarse wiry grass, until for fodder, and scattered through them in detached patches, was
the only vegetation visible. The ground was
mainly covered with the leaves and burs of

the pine.
We passed great numbers of swine, feeding
on these burs, and now and then a horned animal browsing on the cypress-moss where it
hung low on the trees. I observed that nearly all the swine were marked, though they

acemeil too wild to have ever seen an owner
or a human habitation.
They were a long,
lean, slab-sided race, with legs and shoulders
like deer, aud bearing no sort of resemblance
to the ordinary hog, except in the snout, aud
that feature was so much longer and sharper
titan the northern swine, that 1 doubt if Agassiz would class the two as one species. However, they have their uses—they make excellent bacon, aud are “death on snakes.” Ireland itself is not more free from the serpentine
race titan are the districts frequented by these

long-nosed quadrupeds.

“We call them Carolina race-horses,” said
the Colonel, ns he finished an account of their

peculiarities.

“Race-horses! Why,

are

they

fleet of foot ?"

“Fleet as deer. I'd match one against an
ordinary horse, at any time.”
“Come, my friend, you’re practising on nty
ignorance of natural history.”
“Not a hit of It. See! there's a good speei
If we can get him into the road,
men yonder.
and fairly started, I'll bet you a dollar he’ll
beat Sandy’s mare on a half-mile stretch—Sandy to hold the stakes and have the winnings.”
“Well, agreed,” I said, laughing, "and I'll
give the pig ten rods the start."
“Vo

r,-i-liei! the Colonel,

“von rnn’t Afford

it, lie'll Imce tn start ahead, hut you'll need
that in the count. Come, Sandy, will you
go in for the pile t"
I’m not sure that the native would not have
run a race with old Nicholas himself, for the
sake of so much money. To him it was a vast,
sum; and as he thought of it, his eyes struck
small sparks, and his enormous heard and
Moustaches vibrated with something that faintly resembled a laugh. Beplyiug to the question, lie said:
“Kinder reckon I wull,Cuniiel; howsomdever, 1 keejis the stakes, ouy how.”
“Of course,” said the planter; but be honest
—win if you can.”
Sandy halted his horse in the road, while
the planter and 1 took to the woods on either
side of the way. The Colonel soon maiuvtivred to separate the selected animal from the
rest of the herd, and without much difficulty
got him into the road, where, by closing down
on each flank, we kept him till he ami Sandy
were fairly under way.
“He’ll keep to tile road when once started,”
said tile Colonel, laughing; ami he'll show you
some of the tallest running you ever saw in
your life.”
Away they went. At fir*t the pig, seeming
nut exactly to comprehend the programme,
cantered oil' at a leisurely pace, though he held
his own. Soon, however, lie east an eye behind him—halted a moment to collect his
thoughts ami ruconuoiter—ami then, lowering
bis head and elevating bis tail, put forth all
his speed. And such speed! Talk of a deer,
the wind, or a steam engine—they are not to
be compared with it. Nothing ill nature 1 ever saw run—except it may he a Southern tornado, or a Vltli Ward politician—could hope
to distance that pig.
He gained on the horse
at every step ami soon it was evident that my
dollar was gone!
“In for a shilling in for a pound,” is an old
adage—so, turning to the Colonel, I said, as
intelligibly as my horse's rapid pace and my
excited risibilities would allow:
“1 see I’ve lost, but I'll go you another dollar that you can’t beat the pig!”
“No—sir!” the Colonel got out in the breaks
of bis laughing explosions; “you can’t hedge
me in that manner.
I’ll go a dollar that you
can’t do it, and your inarc is the fastest on the
road. She won me a thousand not a month

ago.”

"\\ ell, I'll do it—Sandy to have the stakes.”
“Agreed” said the Colonel, and away ice

went.

The

yards

swinish racer was about a hundred
ahead when 1 gave the mare the reins

mill tolil hor

In

4 nH uItn ,11,1

irn

Kim fl<>»

against the wind with a motion so rapid that
my face, its it clove the air. felt as if cutting
its way through a solid body, and the trees, as
we passed, seemed struck witli panic, and running for dear life ill the opposite direction.
For a few moment, I thought the mare was
gaining, and I turned to the Colonel with an

exultant look.
“Don’t shout till you win. my boy,” lie called
out from the distance where I was fast
leaving
him and Sandy.
1 dill not xltout, for spite of all my efforts,
the space between me and the pig seemed to
widen. Yet 1 kept on, determined to w ill, till,
at tne end of a short half mile, we reached the
Waceammaw—the swine still u hundred yards
ahead! There his pigsliip halted,turned cooly
around, eyed me for a moment, then with a
quiet, deliberate trot, turned off into the woods.
[Life among the Fines.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
Missonti land company h»ve purThe
chased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Kailm&d

Compauy a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for (arming and manufacturing purpose*,

and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscriber* in share* of )*20 each.
Map*, with full information, can be had by calling on

EDWARD 811 AW, Agent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
dtf

WANTED—$1000 TO $10,000
On

Jlortfagi'

on

Real Estate,

Id tlie City of Portland, for which from 7 to 8 per
cent in interest will be paid.
Address Post Oflice, Box 848.
augl6d&w4w

A. W. BANFIELD,
(Successor to 1*. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristal],

FAXCY
*

GERMAN,

AND

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

for the

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
8TATIONEKY, TOYS, Ac.,

I’iiebs to Sept. 24.

ADDIBON W.

BANFIELD.

j

Boston.

n

mimanufac-

Ship.8|

9]jSheatliing.90

i®40cj

.3jlu08l

**

LEGAL NOTICES.

florlt'HEC.

...

conveyed

y

<

<£28c

property

place*

Maqnesia

Liejueerirr,

l$c,

J

13UPLIC

by

piece

fluty: Sperm,

<

}

Soda.h\a

County,

twenty-eighth

..

—

Twenty-five

j

ampeacby.2

*•

THE

.aj

3}

•*

September,

Delight
Doughty,

give

Iiublished

—

..

...

j

ipple*,

<a12]
l]

MARK

••

.fT]a*

i

Liverpool.2$

successively

Septenilier,

2]

MARTHA
Iircsentod

they

b]

RICHARD

|

probate:

•'

•*

J. Forribtall

can

June 23.

be found

at

the above

place.

\*iy

Mini IPs Salt*.
Cumberland, ss.
August 18th, 1862.
on Execution, and will be sold at Public

TUKFN

Auction on Thursday the twenty-fifth day of
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
September, A. D.
at the Sheriff's oflice in Portlsnd, in said countv,—
all the right in equity which Mosel Morrill, of Buxton, in the county of York, has to redeem the following described real estate, viz: A certain ph*ce or parcel of land,with tin* buildings thereon,h« it now stands,
situated in said Portland, and bounded as follows:
commencing on the easterly sideline of State street,
at the westerly corner of land of Margate! K«t-ves'
tbvuce mderly by said Reeves' land sixty-eight fe«-t,
more or iess. to laud of II. XV. k A. Deering. thence
notlierly ami easterly by said Dec-rings’ line nineteen
and one half feet, more or less, to a point that will
strike the centre wall through the block of buildings
thereon, thence through the centre of said wall to
State
strict, thence ou State street to the bounds begun at. The same being subject to a mortgage deed
Gated Oct. 16th, 1858, and recorded in the <'umber
land Registry of Deeds, vol. 288,
page 365, given by
the said Morrill to Da\id Hull of Portland, to secure
payment ot twenty-cue bundled dollars, as follows,
viz: seven hundred dollars in one vear, seven hundred dollars in two years, and seven hundred dollars
in three tears, with interest setni-anmiaJh
Subject
also to another mortgage deed, dated Nov.24t!i, 1858,
and recorded in ( umber'und Registry' of Deeds, book
288. nage 481. given by the said Morrill to Emily
Boothby of said Portland, to secure payment ol ldurtoen hundred and fifty dollars, in three years, with
interest, reference to said deeds being hereby had.
Further
made known at the time and
place of sale.

particulars

aug21w3wl0

OKEN KING, Deputy Sheriff.

MEDICAL.

IssessovV Mol ice,
Congressional

approved

Infirmary.

delicacy.

CONSULTATION'S.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain 'class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. Tho remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at bis office, 5 Temstreet. Charges modeiate, and a cure guaranteed
n ail cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen hut the Dr. himself,
llis remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and
effects of most other
remedies; cures new case* in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forget fulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and
permanently

PRIVATE

2d

division, the towns of Kittery, Eliot, South
Berwick, Berwick and North lferwiefc; Theodore
A. Hollins, of South Berwick. Assistant.
3d division, the towns of I^ehauon, Sanford, Alfred. Acton, Slmpleigh and Newtield; John S. Parker. of Lebanon, Assistant.
4th division, the towns of Saco, Dayton, Lvman
and Waterborough; John Gains, oi Saco, Assist-

>»le

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. .1. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

I’ortland.
jull—d&w3md

fcF Bend stamp for Circular.

BE!ADAESS
A Remarkable C ase of

a

boy

ho

cured

was

along time the boy's eye-lids had
was consul^ggT^beeu entirely closed. Disease
almost’hopeless. The bov was put un•©^Kered
der the care or Dr. B., ami alter great pa-

tience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift bis eyelids, w hen it was discovered that a false membrane
bad formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. lloynton, and the boy's eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his
eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and oar,met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
character.”
itr Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his ollicc.

No. 309 <'on(tre>« Street, Portland.
d&w6tn7

Eclectic Medical

DR.

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,
N.

of long

‘‘

corner

Dll. IH'tiHEs.
Middle, 1'ortland.

of

lady of experience

A

to

see

as

body,

and

I

was

despaired

in

When 1 went

Manchester.

very bad state of mind as well
and iiad been so for a great length of time,

her

of

a

ever

being any belter. Through

persuasion, 1 called to set* her. She told me ray complaints better than 1 could have told them myself. I
commenced taking her medicine, although I could
take but small doses at first, owing to iny having
heart disease, but this is not all the disease which I
was troubled with, for I had a number of diseases too
numerous to

1 bad boon to

mention.

all of which did

physicians,

me no

number of

a

good, and 1 think

my life and health to Mrs. Manchester.
further information call at my house.
HEN.I. HELL,
1

owe

IS AKA 11 W.

Portland, June 1, 18»>2.
Mbs.

For

HELL,

a

statement of my case may be of service to others similarly afflicted. I hasten to give it to you.
This is briefly my ca?**—1 was taken sick about 18
months ago with the JLJver Complaint in a very bad
form. 1 applied to four different physicians, but received no benefit untild called on you. At that time
I had

given up business, and was in a very bad state,
taking your medicine for a short time 1 be-

but after

gan to recover, and in two months 1 was entirely
well, ami had gained several pounds of flesh, and can

truly

say that

by your skill

1

am a

perfectly healthy

JOSEPH DAVIS,
Boston k Maine Depot, Portland, Me.

man.

certify that 1
Complaint ami

This Is to

Limingtou, July 10th.
Dyspep-

have been cured of

Weakness, by Mrs.
Manchester, after 1 had been given up by twelve or
fifteen physicians, and when 1 commenced taking
her mediciuc 1 was so weak that I could not bear the
least food on my stomach; but in a vory short time 1
began to recover, and have rapidly gained my health,
and am now going on along journey. I would heart-

sia. Liver

Female

iIv recommend an iu\ami* 10

other

go

aim

see

nor anovc an

ABBY L. 11 loo INS.

phy sician*.

1 wish to say to the public generally that 1 called
Mrs. Manchester with a child of mine that had

on

tits, amt had had them tor live years; 1 carried him
great number of physicians, but they all did him

1n a

good, and he dually grew worse. I took him to
Mrs M.; she told me w hat his complaint was. and
how l*e was while in the tits, ami told me she could
no

him, and she has, for lie has never hud but two
lits since, ami before that tie had them every night.
ABBY J. BROWN.
Portland, June 2d.

cure

Portland. May 7th. 1862.
1 wish to say for the bene lit of my fellow citizens,
that I have beeu cured of a cough of twenty years'

standing, have tried various remedies, and a number
of Physicians, and I must trul> say that 1 have never
got any relief until I culled on Mrs. Manchester, and
in one month 1 was relieved of it.

[Signed,1

T. L.

RICHARDS,

S. U.

RICHARDS.

September,

Sporting.5j«

HUMPHREY, Register.

certify

Complaint

that I

of niueteen

Portland, May 27th, 18*2.
have been cured of Liver

jull—3m

years’ standing, by

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph OMee. Fenrth
Story, where all T arte ties of

Plain and
Will be

[Signed,]

HORSE.

_w4wll_
I’mt mid nanlli' Mirrors.
TlflTIl Oval. Square or Klipticnl frames, with
▼ f
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Lilt linisli made
to order, of any si/e, style or design, of new aiul
elegant patterns’: also cheap Looking Classes and
plates re-set in old frames, by
MORRISON & CO., 26, Market Square.

-

promptly

MAN to run a
Blake's Bakery,
August 30.

A

Stationary Engine.
Congress Street.
*dlw

Inquire

attended to

on

Work,

the most liberal

terms.

ENTRANCE

83) EXCHANGE STREET,

left st the eonntlng-room of the Daily Frsat
Maine State Presa, bead of flnt flight of stake,
will be promptly attended to.

and

IT" The olllce ie supplied with

PAST PEES8E8 AED STEAM POWER
And its

capeeity and Ihcilitlea for doing work In good
to any in the CKy or ante.

style are e<|nal

IV. A. FOSTER * CO.
July 17, im.

dtf

THE PORTLAHD DAILY PERM

1.'.* IJII.lt

Jl l.l/IV

l.'ti,

STEAM

Langley’s

berrv,
Sarsaparilla.
COMPOSED
Dock. Prick ley Ash. Thorough wort. Khuharb.
Book and Job
Maud take. Dandelion, Ac., all of which
Wild f

of

2
e

pounded as to act in concert, aud assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderfhl—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
ail obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, co-ansing it from all hiunora
and canning if t«» course through every part of tin
body: restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system. Liver Complaint, that main w In-el of so many disease*, Jsuiidance in its worst forms, all Billions l>ixcasr* and
ioul stomach,
Dyspepsia. Costireness.all kinds of Humors, I mil gee lion. Headache. Dizziness. Piles, Heartburn, Weakness, Tams in the side and bowels. Flatulency, Loan of ap|x>tite. and a torpid or diseased Liver, a* disordered .stomach or had blood, to which all

M

|r

0
a

Is

Ij

2

si

a

s

>

g

»■

s

r.

*

leu* subject in
and Summer.
More than 20.000
this
persons nave been cured
medicine. It is highly rcconuneuded by Physicians
erari whom. Try it and tow will no
Sold bv all dealer* in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Boston.

Spring

are more or

ft.

by

Jum*21d4in
mills desirable mechanical arrangement has now
X been in one a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction aud actually is tbe
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bril department, einbiacing a little more
of their cxcelrencie*. and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is th-xibh* as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ntace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged aud old.
and all who linger in suffering ami weakness. They
are made of good material warranted stroug and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

ON E of the fallowing (Irst-elass. powert'ul Steamer*: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
<L Tl
AMERIC AN. Ni»KW F.GlAN..H RA.
XeS&t2£dui Boll KM I AN, ANGLO SAXON. NOVA M O i l AN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
AB
morning.
Passage to
Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. *35.
kirst Class. *77 to *92—according
to accommodation,—w hich include* tickets ou Graud

Liverpool.

Prepaid

and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
to the World's Fair, out and

Excursion tickets

back. *186.
Apply to

prored

Eetebliehment ii tarnished with ell the np*
machinery, end their easortment ef

modern

The

splendid

and

fast

It adequate to do nay work demanded in thia Mate.

Bneineti Card* of

Style

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
TIIE

CLEMS'

Howe*’

fully up to y our high recommenI would cheerfully recommend it to all who
their
improve
slcepiugapartineuts.

TAGS riERCED WITH HOLES A G LITER ID
WHEN DESIRED.

Seeds, Law Briefs,
Aud other

DIAltRIKKA OR DYSENTERY
In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowel* iu au

Having tested the “Anderson .Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all w ho are in ueed
of such an article; ami I believe it to be superior to
anv thing of the kind now in use.
Ruv. E. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12,18G2.

House, Winthrop.

Cougli Pill*,

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact has been established, that lor the cure of

AI STAPLES,
WILLIAMS.

Elmwood House. Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Vassalhnro.
llallowell House. Hallowed.
China House, <'hinn.

1AU-CIKKS. MTB. AM BILLS II LAMM.

CURE

By

A. N.

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the Vr®I>r*vB*rs of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skow began House, >kow began.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.

SUMMER

Billet* A Circular* in Every Variety of Type.

—AND—

ami is

:

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrlnea or any irregularities of the bowels, all othremedies are insignificant, a* compared with

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mother* suffering from nursiug sore
mouth, a safe ami speedy cure is effected by the use of
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
That for

Executed in taste to suit the moot Auttdiou*.

or

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our Style* are utuurpaaaed.

as

HOWES' COUGH 1'ILLS.
That for a
Pains in the
is

remedy

Tightness or Wheeling iu the Chest
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

HOWE'S

AWD

That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic. Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
uuited verdict iu favor of
HOWES

obtained for Soldiers

Widows and Heirs, from the Uni1^10and Sailots, their present

application

in person

or

to

decoction of Roots and

No. 88 Exchange St..

HARMON,

Portland, .Maine.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims uguinst the Government with
and despatch, and on very reasonable
erms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

particle of Opium
docs

good,
By

and

or

never

Drug of any sort,
does harm.

THEIU WORKS YK SHAL L KNOW

it

always

TUKM."

General Agent* for
Portland, and B. F
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maiue.

G. C. Goodwin k Co., Boston,
New England. H. 11. Hav,

HARMON.

UJP“Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally
HOWES & CO*, Proprietor**

d&wtf.

iswGinuol

VKEEMAN liRADFORD,
Z. lv.

Portland, June20th.

COUGH PILLS.

SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
Barks, and contains not a

CLEM'S

PROGRAMMES,

SHOP BILLS,

COUGH FILLS.

ALL SORTS OF HA5D BILLS.

cases

Pay, *<•.,
on

DOC CHESTS executed with

Dispatch.

er

affords relief

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,

Government,

LAW

Equity Cues,

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affection*. there i* no remedy extant that so uni\ersally

Franklin House, Augusta.
Ctt-dtnnc lionse, Augusta.
Abbott’s School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
iull7d& wGm

HR AI) FORD \

MANNER.

Policies Printed and Pound Ibl*
Insurance Companies.

Courage Invalid* !

Bed Bottom I bought of you ftillv merits my

ted States

NEATEST

*

occupying

by letter

Every Variety,

and Cost

Steamship

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, even- WEDNESDAY. at 4 P. M.. and leave l*ier9 North River, New
York, avary SATURDAY, at 14'dnk, P. M.
This vessel is fittest up with tine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers Ix-tween New York
and Maine. Passage *6.90, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Good* forwarder! bv this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Enatport and St.
John.
8hipi»en» are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 1*. M., ou the day that she leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
II B. CROMWELL k COA No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
June 23, 1862.

can

excellent article.
LOT M. Mol: KILL.

war.

Fancy Types,

Captain Sidxkt
-£■- j-A “( HESA1F.AKE.
will until farther notice run
^^^^('ROtncuL,
as folio*

I have liml till' tinsitcflkahl<> iilisisnri1 nf -Viiiinr' nn
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms’' for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything 1 had anticipated. My with who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six mouths till
one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv acKiev. John ali,ex.
count.
Farmington, Feb. 28,18»2.

Bark

JOB PRINTING!

Book and

Portland and tnv York Strainers.

one

Winthrop

The Proprietor* of the roirun Daily
Prom
reepectftillv inrtte attention to their AciHtiee for «**.
in
benntifhl
eating,
»tyle, every description of

Edmonatone, Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to

J. L. FARMKR.
No. 10 EXCHANGE $T., PORTLAND.
June 23, 1862.
dtf

a- an

Augusta, April 1G, 18G2.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Trunk Railway.

Mr. D K. Frohock has famished the heds in my
bOU*c with tl»c "Anderson spring Bed Bottom," and
1 take pleasure iu recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and conitbrtahlo thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A. II. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

dations.
desire to

Sooond Floor,

Londonderry.

Having become fully satisfied of tho benefit of the
"Auderson Spring Iti*d Bottom," 1 have purchased
three of them at live dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Du. N. K. BOUTELL.
Waterville. May, 1861

expectations,

STREET,

Mail Line.

Weekly
jk

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
I am using the 'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,* and
1 am very much pleased with it.
JOSIAH II. DllUMMOND.
Portland, July 23, 1962.

recommend it
Augusta, Aug. 5. 1862.

l-’ox Block,

Their

M O N T U K A l,

We have introduced several of the Justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartini nts. Vf giv*- ilii- spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othcre we have ever
used. Our guests sjm ak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to ail hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. McLAL'GH LIN k SOX,
I rauklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12.1S63.

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Auderson’ Spring Bod Bottom, I

No. SSI EXCHANGE

BOOK AND

OCEAN NTEA.HSH1P CO’S

healthy

The

Printing Office,

STEAMBOATS.

Commercial House, Portland, June 16, 1862.
Having introduced the •Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into inv house, alter trial. I pronounce it to be
an easy and
bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Auderson
fully equal if not better than the l>4**t.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

cheerfully

POWER

Yellow

arc so com-

itromptnetw

WANTED.

Job

Fancy

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

iX

5
a

0

Ol

Dr.

a

_

R service in the

J. W.

PRESS,

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD r

UUU/11

Mrs. Man-

chester.

Ceeeo Buk,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE
RTR.,
FOX BLOCK,

..

This is to

over

BY TtIK UBK OB THK

No. 24 l'iue Street.

Mahchestkb, Dear Madam:—Thinking

from the offlee

DAILY

one of their
in constant attend-

Health and Strength Secured,

testimonials:

certify
standing, by Mrs.

CUSHINOj

Orders

City

of disease

Hu been removed
to the office of the

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

own sex.
ance.

the’country,

tliat I have been cured

6r

especial

diately

This is to

FOSTER

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies

who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
5 Temple Street, w hich they will fiud arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. li.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIE* will linn it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have boon tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, ami may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

—

the Treble House, Portland,

0

by

■how:

opportunity

ter may be consulted at
Kooms No. 40 and 41.

PRINTING

E st a/blishment

<:i red.
w

DR. II. J. BOYNTON,
Of Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will

Jt

Mr-. Manches-

JOB

sanity
cured.

people,

mended to the notice of the afflicted.

-ajtd-

by

........

Is constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials of the
astoninking cures performed by her. Among many
recently received are the following, which are com-

BOOK

locally,

Asr-istant.
11th division, the towns of Freeport, Brunswick,
Harpswell, Pownnl and Yarmouth; Hkzekiau B.
Means, of Freeport, Assistant.
The act under which these assistants are
appointed

TESTIMONIALS.

THE

sickening

ant.
6th division, the towns of Itnxton, Hollis,
Limington, Limerick, Cornish and 1 arsonsfield; Charles
E. Weld, of Buxton, Assistant.
6th division. Wards 1, 2, S and 4 of the
city of
Portland; Samuel Small, of Ward 4 in said city,
Assistant.
7th division. Wards 5, 6 and 7 of said city of Portland, Augustus E. Gkuiusu, ol Ward6,iii said city,
Assistant.
8th division, the towns of Westbrook, Falmouth,
Gorham, Scathomugh and ( ape Elizabeth; David
Toruey, of Wi*st brook, Assistant.
9lh division, the towns of Bridgton, Sehago, Baldwin. Standish, Naples, Harrison and Otisticld; Lot
C. Nei.hon, of Bridgton, Assistant.
10th division, the towns of New Gloucester, Gray,
North Yarmouth, Cumberland, Windham. Casco and
Haymond; Skwall N. Groks, of New Gloucester,

MORE

REMOVAL!

Entablinhed for the treatment of thone (Uneaten in
both sexen, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

ant.

j

public

Eclectic Medical

District of the State of Maine, under the Act of Congress,
July 1. A. D. 1K62, entitled “An Act
to provide internal revenue to support the Government and to pay interest on the puolic debt.”
In compliance with the provisions of said Act and
instructions of the Commissioner of Internal
Kevenue. I have divided said District into eleven
divisions, and appoint an Assistant Assessor in each,
as follows
The 1st division comprises the towns of York,
Wells, Kennebunk. hennebunkport, and the city of
Biddetord; Joseph Buagdon, Jr., of York, Assist-

took effect on the 1st day of September instant.
Citizens residing in the large business centres of
this district have doubtless read it, and can hence
form their own couclu.-ious in relation to its
provisions; but as there are many in the agricultural sections wliit max ltnx'it Loot, iinoMo
..I.„
«...
examination. I wish to call their attention to some of
its principle*.
Soon after the rebellion broke out, Congress found
it necessary to assess a small direct tax ou the several States, to maintain the credit of the country. The
State* being authorized to assume the payment of the
sum demanded of them, Imd the
power to assess it
upon all the property within their limits.
Farms and other real estate being, from their nature, more exposed than other objects of taxation,
would suffer severely from the constant draft for
money, created in sustaining the government during
this war. and they could not long endure the burdeu
a direct tax would impose
upon them.
Maine's proportion « f that tax has been liquidated
and paid. In order to provide in part for the future
expenses of the w ar. Congress wisely determined to
raise money from the people without State intervention, and without taxing the producing c asses. To
effect this object, and to make the tax equal in every
State, they have |>a<«*ed what has been termed an Excise Act. Fassiug bv the farmer, the mechanic, the
fisherman, the lumberman, and many other pursuits
so essential to our
thin act
prosperity as a
levies its light contributions upon the wealth, the
luxuries, the pleasures, and business of the country.
It confines its operations chiefly to the cities, towns
and villages, and gathers its revenues from the channels in which floats the inouey of the
country.
does not tax real estate of any description, nor
with a very few exceptions, personal
property. The
excess ov»v 40 ounces of silver
spoons or plate, and
riding carriages of all descriptions, valued w ith the
harne** at ?7'» and upwards, must be assessed. With
the exception of these two items, there is not probably a farmer nor a mechanic in this district, within
the act. These an* taxed at a sum so inconsiderable
that it is to be hoped every citizen who desires the
perjietuity of his government will, in this terrible crisis of its affair*, assume cheerfully his proportion of
its necessary burdens, and if he is fortunately the
owner of an article liahV to b*’ assessed,
put a value
upon it which shall bring if within the act. It may
he tin* only
he w ill ever have to contribute a dollar lor the preservation of his government.
I he professional man
the retail trader wi.o*c
sales excis'd one thousand dollar* per vear—the manuflicturer of am article the sale* of w hich excit'd
six hundred dollar* per year—the hotel keeper—the
man whose yearly income exceeds six bundled dollars. and several other employ molds are to bo assessed.
It is presumed all such are oouveraaut with the prousions of this act.
1 would call their attention to section* from six to
eleven, inclusive, and section fifty-eight.
These sections impose the duty upon every person
liable to be assessed lor a tax or license, to call immeupon the as*i*tant assessor and make up and
sign their several assessments. If they neglect so to
do. he is required to increase th»*ir tax fifty per cent.,
and uo discretionary authority is vested in the assistant or the assessor to make any abatement of this
amount.
See sectiou 11.
It will be perceived by a careful examination of
these sectious, that < ongrees. relying upon tin* patriotism of tile business men of
proceeded
upon the hypothesis that every one liable to be taxed
would substantially asses* himself, ami sign the bills
fixing the amount he was to pay. If the act, therefore i» complied with, the assistant assessor is but a
recording otl.cer, who receive* and pro|>erly enters
th«* lists delivered him by the citizen, and hi* duty in
relation to fixing a valuation upon object* liable to
taxation, is ratla-r advisory than absolute. In order
however to prevent the selfish, the indifferent, or tlie
traitorous, lrotu escaping their proper proportions of
the public burden, Congress lias fixed the penalties
for their neglect, prescribed in section 11.
Having been intrusted by the Fresideut with flic
duty of seeing that tlu-sc tax Mats are properly prepared, and scasouablv delivered to the collector of
this district, I respectfully request all good citizens
withiu it to call immnfiatelff u|m>ii tin* assistant assessor of the assessment district where
they reside, and
deliver him lists as required in the sixth section of
the act. He will give all person* the necessary information to enable them to comply with its provisions. and furnish blank.* therefor.
NATH "I. (». MARSHALL.
Assessor's office,
Fuilding*. I
Fort laud, fckipt. i,
i
sept 10eod.3w
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F. is heiebv given that 1 have been nppoiut"V^OTIf
i-i ed Assessor of Taxes for the First
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YANKEE NOTIONS,

28 find 30 Federal and

Oolong.60
Souchong.46

1
75
ia50
»*

86 tpt ad rat.
Kt ton tail.60
Flax
.40

a

['otato.2}

IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH

.76

IMty

<

-26 a
jHemp
India
.14 ,ol4$
TmIukto.
Yn mirth.
Lears
Duty:
If op*.
An additional duty of
tiired 25. *// other kinds Furniture.$2f« 2]
If) pc m Irrird on all mer• Duty be f> tb.
4
Conch.3
85 pc ad rat.
chanuist not imported di- First Sort, 1802.. .14 (<£16
6’s& Jo's best br'ds.68 fo66c Damar.23'«> 3
rect from the place rtf'pro
Iron.
medium. .60 i*65 t Wool,
do.
dnction or growth.
Duty: Pig and Stamped,
common. 46 (o60 Duty: Costing 18c p lb
do.
A a lira*
liar not ere* eding 950 ft
half fb* best br’dB *-3 w-75
over 18c
and under 6
ton value £17 f> ton, exDuty 10 l>c ad ral.
do. mod. good.56 *60
to 24c p lb 8c, over 24c
Pearl 4* th.6$?8 61
ceeding MO ft ton £18,
do. common. .48 (*66 | 9c p lb.
Pot.6 ig 6j test than f inch thick or
Natural Loaf. lbs.£l a Ij Fleece.45 *55c
more thou 7 inches wide,
A ppIrN.
2 Lambs.46 ($61
Fancy, in Foil....
rounds less thou i inch
(.i reeli p bbl.9lf«e 2
Tin*
Zinc.
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p lb.6 a 7e
/dates 26, Ihity : In blocks or pigs
Duty
15c,
Pig
Coren p tb.6 <•: 6
diameter, and squares
!
|>c ad cal.
ljc, in sheets 2c p tt>,
1
inch
than
or
3
less
more
lb.2
Uucorwi 4>
|
lianca, cash.88c a)
manufactures of 3U pc
than 4 inches square £20,
Itreud.
cash.34Vnr851*
ad ral.
Straits,
Rail root I £12 50, Boiler
/>o/y 3o 4>c.
Platos-Char.l.C.$ll ,*111 Pigs and slabs.61 * 5J
nud Plate. £25 ft ton.
Pilot p 1U0 tb*. .94tag 5
**
do.
I.X. .13 * 13! Sheet Mosslinaun..91 *10
o
Sheet 2"2]c ft' lb and \
4
(®
Coke.9j<®
Cracker* per bbl.. .3]•«* 3A. •Si"6 f' t>>n.
Wood.
KxchaiiKC*
lointnon.3 « 3| ;
Crackers, 4> 100 .35
retail.s*6 'S) 6J London—60a.. 128 '*129
Hard,
Refilled
Mutter.
;
.4 (tv 6 Paris.f 442 (^435
Soft,
Swede.5] "o&2
Duty 4c p !h.
Family 4> lb.17 «20c Norway.b\u Oj
Store..14 <®15 I nst Steel.18" a 19
iit'iman Steel.... 12]«12J
Menu*.
Marrow 4> ba*h. .923 « 2\ Knglisli Blis.Steel.15 *15]
-2m 3 Soring.8 [a. 9
Pea.
Blue Pod.2$.® 3 Sheet iron, Engl. 5 u 5]
Notice* of I'oicflosiitf of
Sheet Iron,Russia.10 "18
i n ndie a.
Duty Sperm and War Sc, do Bus im’t. 11]" 12]
VXTHKKEAS the Androscoggin Hailroad (ouipaI <n rd.
Stcarine 5c, Tallow 2$c
VT ny, on the twenty-sixth day of September, A.
Barrel, ft lb
V lb
9J" 19
I). 1863/authorized the issue of certain bonds of said
lb.19 (fr 10]
Mould 4» tb.12c al2] Kegs,
to the amount of one hundred thousand
Company
Ia
n liter.
.28
«3o
Sperm
dollars, and a mortgage of the property of the Comihrinr.
huty 30 pc ad rat.
to secure the pay ment of the same:
pany
New
.20
"22c
4c
tb.
York,
light
Duty
l>
And whereas the said Company, in pursuance
do. md. win.. .23 "25
Vermont 4* tb.8? a) 9c
thereof, on the twenty eighth day of September, A.
do. heavy.23 "25
Sew York.8]«, 9
I>.
1853, by its mortgage deed of that date,
do. slaughter. .26 "28
< on IHRetail.)
to Wiliiani P. Preble. John Otis and Samuel Pick/hity From Hr. Provinc- Ainer. Calfskins tut " 75
ill] in the State of Maine, as trustee* for the
aid.
enfree, other foreign Hi- SPter Wax Leath.lO "17] j hoideis of saiil bonds, the Hailroad of said
Company
l.rnri.
tumenoun Si 10, a/I oththen
constructed
and iu its use, situated in the towns
er kin tin 60c 4> ton.
Duty Pig l]c ft fb.
of Leeds ami East Livermore, then in the County of
a
Am
loO
.8
Cumberl'd 4* ton.J?6$iij< 8]
Pig
lb.*7?
Kennebec, hut now in the County of Androscoggin,
Whitcasli.8 a)
Foreign Pig.7} a 8
and extending from Leeds Junction to Livermore
Sheet and Pipe. ...9
9* i
Lehigh.8 «
Falls, with airits depot*, engine houses and fixtures,
Lime.
Franklin.8 S!i
and the lands of the Company at each of mid places,
('oiler.
huty 10 ftp od raf.
and
along the line of said ltailruad, and all its priviUoekland, cask. .65 "70c
Duty 5c p lb.
leges and appurtenances, its rolling stock, franchise,
27
Lumber—From yard.
.lava p tb
und
ull the other
of said company of
I
every
St. Domingo.22 «23 I’lear Pine, No. 1.988 \ry
description, w hether real or personal,upon the condido.
No.2. 34 w.
Kio ..21$«22$
tion
and
for
the
of
purpose
securing payment of said
No. 3 24 tv
do.
Mocha.none. ,
No, 4. 14 "
do.
Cordage.
pavable in ten years, with interest semi-annually on
14
Duty Z'tirred2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber.12
the first days of April and October in each of said
tb.
other
la 24. all
Spruce.10 fa 12
3) P «
years,
according to the tenor of said bonds and couAmerican p tb .13
18$ II emlock.8 a 10
annexed therefor, which bonds and coupons
pons
16
Box
<a60c
Hnssin .15$ g
Sh’ks,(cash).45
were accordingly issued by said Company,
ltelerManilla.11 «11$ [ lapb dn, S ext .£13 "15
ence is to be had to said mortgage din'd, recorded in
1*
do.
39 "32
Bolt rope, ltuwda. l.r>*a*16
the Registry of Deeds for Kcuueboc County, iu book
do.
Manilla.12$« 13 Shingles, Ced. ext 21« 8
142. for a more particular d script ion o!
do.
No. 1.2 " 21 i 190, page
Crmrnb
said property and the conditions of said mortgage:
no.
ext.
iue.21«
4) bbl .91 20titl 30
Ami whereas the said Treble anil Otis, havin'' de
I
1
lf>«/1
Lath*.
20
Spruce....
Drug* nnd I)yr».
ceased at a legal meeting of said bondholders hoideft.
do. Tine. lj} u
on the 20th day of September, 1800. Jabez C. Wood
m>>n 92. 0*7 Almond* and Red Oak Staves .20 «35
mail of Tortlaud. and Thilip M Stubbs of Strong
Otto of Host SI 60, Oil Mol. lilid. Shook*
were duly chosen trustees hi the
of said TrcbT.
and
ft
Cassia
.2509255
Heads, city.
bergamot.
and Otis respectively,and said XV oodnian and Stubbs
litre* Si, l/tfdriodate ?ugar do. city.225^260
said trust;
duly
accepted
do.
do.
thar
ides.
150
Potash 'ibe,Can
c’try.125"
And whereas the said Pickard, the survivor of the
Mast if, Ipif'ir, Uh mbarb, 'ountry Kifl'Mol.
original trustees, by his del'd, dated January 16th,
t'ardanums, Oil Lemon. Ilhd. Shook*.. .125^135
and recorded in th»‘ Registry of Deed* for An1861.
Anise and *krang<. Io- Hath.126(i 1 i1'
droscoggin fount}, in book 23, pages 307 and 308.
dine SOc, Tolu and ( rude 1 «>ow.S21 o23
the aforesaid mortgaged
Conveyed
property and
C'linphor 3*C, Jtcfined do. llacKtnetaek Timfranchise to the said Woodman! Stubbs and the said
10
4‘)c, Tartaric Acid 20c, ber. p tun.8
Tickaid bituself, to hold upon the same trusts as
Mulll «M'N.
Cream Tartar, Citric
aforesaid;
Acid, Shfttac, * 'opal, 1 ta- fluty 6c p gal.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has
mo and Cum* used for 'ienfuao*.3 Vi)
been broken, and Samuel Wheeler, Seth Bass ami
'uba
10c.
Aloes,
80
{a31
like purpose*
clayed.
others of said bondholders, to an amount equal to
uo. iart
2* «
Verdigris, Chlorate of do.
more than one third of the amouut of said mortdo. Muscovado 33 a 35
potash, Carb.
gage. in different sums, have made application to us
rtloir Sew Orleans.
Re, /torofic Acid,
in writing, to have said mortgage foreclosed for conand
Portland
h
Pedash
lid*..23
/‘russiate
Syrup,
dition broken;
do.
bbls 25
It ret do. IOC,
Now therefore, we hereby give notice that for
Nail <.
Oralic Acid anet Sugar,
breach of the condition of said mortgage we claim a
of Least 4c. Asphattum fMity: Cut le. Wrought 2c,
foreclosure of the same.
and bi-Ckro. Pedash 3f.
Assorted 3c p !t».
SAMUEL PICKARD
)
Sago
Epsom Salts, a*k.347*1.380
JABEZ c. WOODMAN. Trustees.
N in it I Store*.
Li<i nor ice lUnd, Hi* Carb.
PHILIP M. STUBBS.
)
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; fluty Turpentine, Pnsin,
w3wl3
Septcni tier 11, 1862.
Castor Oil 60c
gaf„ Pitch, 7>jr20pctMfraC,
Morphine S2 (* oz., Al- Spirits Turpentine 15c
Notice of Foreclosure.
um Rile 4> cwt., ( opperei*
p gal.
NOTICE is hereby given that Thomas B.
60c V cirt., Muriatic Ae'- l ar (in ke£K)l>
ad
«'
td lo pr
Trott and Samuel Trt»tt, of Portland, County of
rat., Spong- Pitch (Coal Tar) .f3J
( umbersand. State of Maiue,
es.
their deed dated the
Assafertida, Isin- losiii.1* #20
glass. Ft or Sulphur.Sen- rnrpentiue i tgal 24oja2 50 twenty-eighth day of August, in the year eighteen
liu died and forty-nine, n-cord d in the Cumberland
Onliti in.
na, Arroirroed, Cioseng
20 4>c. bleaching Vow- fluty
Free.
Rcgi.-try of Deeds, book 229. page 496, conveyed in
rtrf. Sago \nn ricau.9J
ele-rs 80c
mortgage to the undersigned, Uireen Walden, the
60c 4>cic/.. Sal Soda a ltd Oil.
tbllowiiig de?cril*cd real estate, to wit: A certain
of land on Teak’s Island, in said Tortlaud. 1h»Soda Ash |c t> lb, Crud,
IV hate find
brimstone S3 and Holt
other Fish Oils of foring all of lot No. 2 on a plan recorded in said Regisdo. SO V ton, Alcohol 4'Jc
tr\. book 55, pages 383, 384. 385, or so much of the
eign fisheries 2t» pc ad
said lot a«* was conveved to the -aid Trot s by deed
taf.. Linseed, Ih mpseed
4> gal.
dated Augu-t 31. isff, and r<*cordod in said Registry,
Alum 4» lb.3 q) 4«*
and Hapeseed29c p gal.,
book 2d4. page 531; a so that the said Thomas Trott,
Aloe*.15 s<*25
Olire 28c,
Salad 50c,
Arrow Hoot.17 o40
Palm. Seal and Cocoaby bis • ed « ated the 1st day of February, iu the
Borax..22 g25
nut 10c p gal.
yam 1858. recorded in said Registry, t»ook 242. page
85. conveyed in mortgage to the nnder*igni*d, one
Brim Mono (roll).. .4'" 5 Portland Kerosene
R
undivided half of the above-described real estate;
Bi-Carb.
IJIuminat ^ «*ii i" <»46c
a
That
the condition of said mortgages, severally, is
(«
Mac!tine.75
6j
Sulphur.6
Sal Soda.3 g 4
larine.
broken, bv reason whereof tin* tindersigm'd hereby
claim- a loreclosure of the same.
('uinplior.140(4145 sperm Winter. .160(9166
4. KEEN WALDEN.
<’ruain Tartar.35 «4R Wbale, ref. Wint.70 '*75
t ape E’izabelh. Sept. 10th, 1862.
do.
w3w 12
Crude.67 a 70
liopiood ex.10J a 12
■ rand
Ma zneeia.28" a 30
Bank and
Indigo, M’la, Hue.SI] g If Hay Chalenr. 819i'a21 i
Administratrix' Snlv,
Madder.I6e«18 5Imre.is’ u 1U
llY virtue of a license from the Hou. Judge of
Opium.97^ o 8 Linseed.87 *'9>lc
It Probate, within and tor the County of CumberBliuharb.180o 138 Soiled.94 \ti 96
land, I. the sub-criber, administratrix of the estate
70 Lard Oil .Ho a 90
Alcohol.65
of David Knight, late of Otisticld, in said
Fluid.1*3 zX> Mive Oil.160*/1 70
deceased, shall well at private sale, on Tuesday, the
Campheue.2 6o«2 7o &*tor oil.1 65« 1 7“
day of October, A. 1>. 18fi2. at ten o’105#1 12
Saltpetre.10 (7*20 Seat*foot Oil.
clock in the forenoon, on the premises, so lunch of
Vitriol.IS ",
Ouion*
the real estate of the said I>av id Knight as w ill
prol> ye wood*.
f> bbl.21
duce the sum of Two Hundred and
DolDuty Free.
f> *trinp.none.
lars, for the payment of the just debt* of the said deBarwood .2} 5)
I*a int*.
ceased. charges of Administration, and incidental
Brazil Wood.13 ey
On
White
L'
ad
fluty:
dry
charges. Said real estate is situated in Otisiield
Camwood.4>« 4f or ground in oil and Fed
aforesaid, and is the homestead farm of said deceased.
9
I'm. ft* * ill •»
91
Lead 82 40 p pm tbs.
Terms cash.
Litharge 2*c, Oxide of
Savamilla.!]« 2
OLIVE W. KNIGHT, Administratrix.
Zinc 24c 4* lb. Prussian
Hy pernio.4j«. 5
Otis field, Sept. 24, 16*2.
w3wl4*
Jlfue. Vermilion, Chrome
Logwood,
(
Venetian
lied
i
Yellotr,
25,
%
Subscriber
hereby gives public notice to all
St. Domingo.1J»* 1J
Spanish llroirn dry 20.
concerned, that he has been duly api>oinfed and
i-i
Extract Logwood.11 v« 12
In j >c md pal )' U
taken
himself
the tiust of Administrator, with
«
liar and other Ochres flic
Nie
Wood.
upon
the Will annexed, of the estate of
Peach
.8}a 4i
P 10U tb*. J’aris White
A
ELIZA Jt STEEN, late of Portland,
'r 31
Red
dry 00c, in oil Si 50,
In the County of Cumlreriand, deceased, by giving
.2 «
Sapan
Whiting 50c p 100 lb*.
bond
as
the law directs; he therefore requests all perii ii lii-au, hi uu.r<T
Hark.. 2\,p 2}
sons who are indebted to the said deceased's estate,
Red Sanders.3 sy 6 Lewi* Lead,
..9]tti
to
make
immediate payment; and those who have
loaton Lead,
9 a
l>urU«
any deinauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settle•'ranch Zinc,
Duty 80 4>c od ro/.
..8j <t 8}
ment to
"
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, Jr.
inter. Zinc,
..In
Raven*.tOeO
Portland, June 17, 18*2.
3wwl4
tochelle Yellow. .8 a 31
Portland, No. 3..80 a,
No. 10. 48 a?
•*ng. Veil. Red... .8 a;
At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
a
none.
No.
8.
Jtbarge.9
Navy, S’r,
and for the Comity ot Cumberland, on the third
No. 10. none.
led Lead.9 «
in the year of our Lord eighTuesday of
Tent Duck,
Flutter.
teen hundred and sixty-two,
'hit y
Free.
U.s. io or.ryi a
b doughty, widow of wniiam
'er ton Soft.1 7ft& 1 75
12 oz.59 ,«,
late of llarpswell, in said County, deFeather*.
lard.1 OOa 186
ceased, having presented her petition that Adminis!< iround.... .5O0o,550
Duty 30 4>c ad raf.
tration on the estate of said deceased may bo granted
Live House V lb GO a55
Fro> inion*.
to Augustus P. Jordan of Brunsw ick
Russia .25 ®
J)uty Her/ ami Port lc,
It traji Ordered, that the said Petitioner
noFi«h.
Jsiril, Baron and Haul*
tice to ail persons interested, by causing notice to be
For
100 lb* foreign 2r, Butter and Clue*? 4c
Duty
three
weeks
in
the
Maine State
successively
Herring 8 1. p lb.
caught
*reas, printed at Portland, that thev may appear at a
Mackerel 82, Sainton 93:1 'h'go Mohs Beef.812 al4
Probate Court to be held ut said Portland, on the
12 j a 13
and all other pickled in 'ortland do.
third Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
bids. >1 Go 4* bbl.t other- *'tl’d ext. do.
14 </H)
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
trier 50c 4* <*irL Fr<ttn *ork, extra clear 15$ a 16
w hy the same should not be granted.
/*roriueet free.
*ork, clear.14 .<144
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
Cod large 4> »jut..83l® 3? *ork, mew.13 R13)
A true copy, Attest,
a
2
14la 15
Pinal).2{
'ork, extra do
w3wl4*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
Polhnrk.2 « 2j ’ork. Prime.11 «ll]
1J lain*.8p<, ttc
Haddock, new. ...1
At a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
Hake, new.1 .a 1 ’ity Smok'd Hams.none.
and tor the County of Cumberland, on the third
Frodnre.
Herring.Shore4*blulj,a 3
Tuesday of September, in the year of our Lord eighdo. Labrador.. .none
leef p qu’r p lb. .6 (a) 74
teen hundtvd and slxtv-two,
do. ScaWtlpbx^'i.'I'K? £gg«, P doz -11
II. DUNNKLL. Executor of the last Will
do. No. 1. 20o.25 'otatoca,
bbl fl n
aad Testament of Matilda* Libby, late of PortMackerel 4> bbl.,
dried, p tb.2]<z dc
in
said
land,
County, deceased, having presented bis
Bav No. 1. 99 9 9! 'nfckena, Spring. 12 <» 15
first account of administration of said estate for proBa'v No. 2.04 « 6* >«amb.7 « 8
also
his
bate,
private account against said estate for
Bav No. 3.44 o 5 I'm kit*.12 <i 17
prol ate and allowance:
Shore No. 1.9 a. 9f »et*e.9 all
tea* Ordered, That the said Executor
It
give notice
2.
real.4 mi d
to all )»ei>ous interested, by causing notice* to Repubdo. (medium).. 3\ a. 3} *icklee, p bbl...
84
lished
three
weeks
in
the
Maine
.state
do. (small).‘1
Rice.
Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a
Frail*
fatty: Cleaned 14c, PadProbate
Court to lw* held at said’Portland, on the
Duty Ijrtnotis, Oranges dy |cp tb.
third Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
banana* ami Plantains' tire p |b.GJg 7i
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
20 pc ad ral., Almonds! Rum.
why the same should not be allowed.
Shelled
and
do.
6c
4c,
4* *ortland distilled.45 ;rcf48c
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
lb. Xuts and Dates 2c
Snlcrnlu*.
A true copy, attest:
V lb, ('urrants, Figs. jaleratna p tb.64@ 7c
w8w
14*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
Plums, Prunes and Hai- Salt.
sins 5c 4> lb. i'itron 30 fatty: fn bulk 18c, and in
At a Court ok Probatb held at Portland, within
let ye 21c p 100 lbs.
4>c ad ral.
and tor the County of Cumberland, ou the third
Almonds-Jordan 4> lb.
I’urk’s Is., p bhd.
iu the v ear of our Lord eighSoft Shell.13 n 16c
Tuesday of
(8 bu.-.).f2>.®
teen hundred and sixtv-two,
Shelled.25 a 30
a, 23
ADAMS, Widow of John Adams, late
Currautp.12 « 13 'adiz.2j a 2j
of Falmouth, iu .-aid County, deceased, having
Citron.32 «35 4ack* salt.120.« 1 25
her |H*t|tiou for the assignment of her
Wil. Pea Nuts
82 d 2 »r'd ituttcrSalt. 20 ft,
lower
in the real estate of which he tlied seized
common....
none.
Figs,
Starch.
It tea* Ordered, that the said Petitioner give nofatty 2<» pc ad tat.
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
Lemons, p case..37 «. 71 'earl.6l@ 61
Ik* published three weeks successively in the Maine
a
Oranges. none.
2j
Mate Press printed at Portland, that
Raisins,
may upix ar
Shut p 100 lbs f9
9)
at a Probate Court to be held ut paid Portland, on
Blue pcask.
Son |».
tlie third luosdav of October next, at ten of the
Black.38 'a 10 I fhtty 35 pc ad val.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Bunch p Ikjx. 340rr860; Leaf lie & tiore'*, Trowhave, why the same should not Ik* granted.
Laver.3«2«388
bridge k Smitli'a KxWILLIAM G. BARROW:*, Judge.
Date*.7 >• 9c
tia No. 1 p lb.
.81 <t 9
A true copy. Attest.
8V«10 Family do.7' o 7?
Prtn es
w3w14*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
Flour— Portland insp.1 S'o. !.7* « 7|
SujHMline.351 o 61 ILaglc No. 1.dj «
At a Court ok Probate hold at Portland, within
Fancy.5J a 6$ 'tar. 5 n 5j
ami for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Kxli a.6^« 6
Tuesday ot September. in the u-nruf imr l.urd ri-rliFamily.6 a 6*( 'rune’s.9 «. 9J
teen hundred hi d sixtv-two,
Kxtra Superior... .610 71
Spicrm
SMALL. Guardian of James F. GerWestern extras.
.53 •• 0 buty
(linyer limit 5c,
ry, minor heir of Elliott Gerry, late of Limerick,
.none.
(•round (linyer 8c, Pepfancy...
deceased, having presented his third account of
superior. 7 ® 73 per and Pimento 12c,
guardianship of said minor for
Ohio extra.61« 6' ('fori s I,*, Cassia lOc,
It iron Ordered. That the said Guardian give noCassia finds 20c, cinnafamily.6J1« 6?
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to Ik*
1.
none.
Canada super No.
| mon 25c. Mare and Xutpublished three weeks successively in the Maine
fancy.none, j meas 80c C lb.
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav apextra.none.
"a«n
lb.4‘> o 42c.
pear ut a Probate Court to lie held in said Por land,
Move-.24 n 241
supeCr ext. none.
on the third Tuesdav of October next, at ten
of the
4’
live Flour.410
irg«*r, (Race)-24 «25’
clock in the forenoon, ami show cause, if any they
Corn Meal.31« S3
i11lt« r. (Alrica) 24 «25
he
the
same
should
not
allowed.
have,
why
’t
a
21 Mace.80 «90
Bock w
FPr p lt> 2c
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
<■ rain.
Nutmegs.75 m.NQ
A true copy. Attest:
Duty f'orn and Oat* lOo. I’eppor.
f/20
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
w8wl4*
I'lo and Harley 16c,and I'imcnto.16 «10
Wheal 2<*e p bit. From
Serai m*
fill 1 E Subscriber hereby gives
notice to all
Hr. Prorince* free.
Linseed
16c
hit..
l)ufy:
[>
A concerned, that be has been dulv appointed and
live.*..94 «9T*c Canary s^l J> bn.. Mustaken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
Oat4*» a 16
tard 8c l» lb.
the estate of
South Ynl. Corn. 70 a 72 lb «b <. ass.
*2 a 2 j
DANIEL W. AM'IIoINK. late of Windham,
Corn, Mixed.. ...68 <i70 Wwti rn Clover. 7J« Sc
in the Count) of Cumberland, deceased, by giving
00
Bariev.
«<:2 Red Top.*3 II 3]
bond
as the law directs: he therefore requests all perShorts p ton... .317 019 LiiiHtil.2 'a
sons vv ho are indebted to the -aid deceased’s estate, to
Fine Feed.22 «24
anarv.3}<« 3j
immediate payment; ami those who have any
make
(■ r inri«fone«.
Sam a r.
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
but if: Mi fado2c,vot’ahore
/>«/»/• Hough—free.
to
JOHN WEBB.
Rough. P ton. .317 0 20
Xo. 12 2je. a ho re Xo. 12
Windham. Sept. 16, 1862.
vv3v*14*
Dressed .3**0 35
and not 'i/«*rcl5 8c.altoee
t.ii a ponder.
Xo. 16 and nut ahttre 20
At a Court ok Prosatk held at Portland, within
than
3k. aJpore Xo. 20 and reDuty Valued at fen*
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
26c p !t> lie, orer 20c 6c
fined 4c V lb.
in the year of our Lord eighTuesday of
p It* and 20 pc ad rat. Cortland A.H't a
teen hundred hi d sixty-two,
A A.8jj o
do.
Blasting.34)>e 41
I ) A El’ll BUTLER, Jr., Guardian ofOIin B. Paine,
Rith'Htnl
Yellow none.
do.
7|
11 minor heir of Melinda Cuniuer, late of Wayne,
liar.
Kvtra Yellow.none.
ill the County of Kennebec, deceased, having
Screw'd p net T.312 014 Muscovado.9
pregj
sented
bis first account of guaidiansliip of said minor
Loose.18 0 14
In bond.*»i «
do.
for probate:
do.
12
014
New
11 a ana Brown... 9' « 10$
It teas Ordered, That the said Guardian give noIfirfe* and Shin*.
do
White... 11 a 12
tice to all
persons interested, by causing notice to
New iOrleans.9la 111
Duty 10 | >0 ad nil.
be published three weeks successively, in the Maine
Slaughter Hides.. .6 (ob tic Crushed.12?«13
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav apt
olO
Calfskins.9
iranulaicd.12- a 13
pear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland,
Calcutta Cowl’owdered.12? a 13
on the third Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
Slaughtered. .100 a 1 70 Tallow.
clock in the forenoon, and show cause if any they
Creeu Salt.1 15« 1 2* but if: Tallow 1 l>c. Soap
have, why the same should not be allowed.
tflOO
Stork; 10 l>c at! ral.
Dry.90
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
Sheep Pelts, Cir'n.flO « *1 American fell ued .88(f) 9c
A true copy. Attest:
Sheep Pelts, Dry .45 \«}75 Rough.6J s 6
w3wl4*
EUGENE

Expressly correcttni

1

June 23.

Young Hyson...

Twiar*

1

Hyson.76c® fl

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

dense forest of I
into a •‘bottom coun-

We had passed through

True.
Duty 20c P lb.

THE MARKETS.
__1__:____

MISCELLANY.

Belfast, Ma

kjki

daw

Portland, June 26. 1882.

CONGRESS STREET SEMINARY,
FOR

YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Hiss E. L. Whittier,

•

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, aud Continue 16 week*.
Prior-to July 21st, Aill information can be obtained
of the Principal, 849 Con grata Street. Hour* from
8 to 1 o'clock. except Saturday*. After that tima adplication mav be made at 40 State Street.
2awl0w
Portland, June 28, 1882.

THE

